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CHftPTIR I. INTRODUCTION 
]h their book^  Rrom Junior to Senior College: A National Stm^  of the 
Transfer Student, Dorothy Kho^ l and Leland Medsker state in the final 
chapter on conclusions and implications: 
In mazy four-year institutions transfer students are being overlooked 
in planning orientation programs^  in offering counseling services to 
new students, in inviting their participation in social and extra­
curricular activities, and, above all, in giving appropriate acadendc 
advice at the time of their first registration* There was little or 
no evidence of discriminatory policies or practices affecting the 
junior college transfer students, but con^ ared -with the attention 
given the entering freshmen, there was a general lack of concern for 
th^ r needs and interests* The new freshman continues to be the 
preferred client of the four-year institutions, and of their student 
services program, lAile the transfer student is usually left to make 
his own adjustment to the new situation (19, p. 97). 
It is worthidsile to point out that this national study involved some 
10,000 students, 3U5 two-year institutions lAich they entered as Areshmen, 
and a diverse groiQ) of h3 senior colleges and universities to lAich th^ r 
transferred. Their study has had significant implications for the assess­
ment of individual characteristics ; the definition and dissemination of 
the attributes of foun-year institutions ; the counseling, admission, and 
academic placement of students, and finally the articulation and coordinap-
tion between particular institutions* 
That this should be viewed as an iit^ rtant concern to student persoi^  
neO. workers is given support by citing a -typical exaxiple in a local r^  
search report at Oakland University in 1^ 69: 
• * * hh% of all Oakland University current Junior and Senior students 
entered Oakland University as transfers. Hhus -Uie problems of curric-
ular "fit", "unusual" Oakland Uzdversiiy requirements, conplex ad­
vising, etc», now ^ çply to only sli^ rtly less than half of our uppec 
level students* I presume -that shortJy -we -will be awarding over half 
our degrees to studen-ts -idio s-tarted college somet&ere else (5)« 
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The implications of a large and growing madber of transfer students 
luso have different kinds of needs than zissf freshmen are considerable for 
the chief student personnel administrator and his staff. In order to pro­
vide programs and services ?Aich will comtribute to the development of 
these students, th^  may need a great deal of information, ideas, and a 
special staff# Too often, transfer students are "thrown together" with the 
new freshmen in programs -where they feel uncomfortable and unwelcome* The 
student personal staff may need to rethink many of their traditional 
approaches to various programs to assist these students. 
Despite the striking increases in first-time matriculants in recent 
years, transfers to four-year institutions have increased at twice the rate 
of new freshmen (33) • Many large state universities now admit over 1000 
new transfer students per year, and it is not at all unusual for several 
coUegsà, large and small, public and private, to have on&>fourth to on&> 
third of their new students as transfers. 
%th Increasing costs of "going away to college", the continuing 
growth of the ccamnimi-ty colleges, and the larger proportion of hi^  school 
graduates "tAo aspire to college, there will be more and more students in 
the next few years vbo will have attended at least one college before 
enrolling in the school ftom which they intend to receive a bachelor* s 
degree. More and more, this first e3^ )erience in hi^ ier education will be 
the jTznlor or community college. 
In the fall of lg69, there were more than 1,500,000 students enrolled 
in over 1000 two-year colleges in the United States (31) • Both the nun±>er 
of two-year colleges and the number of students enrolled in them has more 
than doubled in the last ten years. 
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The Problem 
The parposs of the study is to describe Tdiat stxident personne services 
are available for transfer students in four-year institutions of hi^ ier 
education. 
Specifically, the objectives of the study are: 
1. To identify i^ p^es of institutions of higher education in -sdiich 
transfer students enroll; 
2. To describe programs and services specifically available for 
transfer students; 
3m To identify some programs and services at various institutions 
lAich may assist practicing student personnel workers in meeting the 
needs of transfer students. 
Assumptions 
The assujrotions for the study, stated in research form, are: 
1. nhstitutions develop specific programs and services for transfer 
students based on size and transfer composition of enrolUment, 
2. Institutions do not tend to have defined programs and serv­
ices specifically for transfer students# 
3. Institutions do not tend to encourage student personnel programs 
specifically for transfer students « 
Uo Institutions do not tend to have specific opportunities for trans­




For purposes of the study, sheeted terms were operationally defined 
as follows: 
1. native means those students whose initial college enroUinent is 
•with the institution surv^ red, 
2. Chief student personnel officer refers to that person lAose 
administrative responsibility is for the student personnel programs 
and services of that institution. 
3. Transfer—any student •who has at^ fcended two or more insti-kutions 
of hitler learning. 
Deli natations of the Study 
The study was limited to 822 member institutions of •the Na-tional 
Association of Student Personnel Adraonis-fcrators, in December, 1970. The 
respondent completing "the questionnaire was the chief student personnel 
officw of -the institution. The study was confined to student personnel 
services for "traz^ fer students in four-year insti-tutions. 
Sources of Data 
an of the data required to test the above assunçrtions were derived 
ftcra a questionnaire mailed to the chief student personnel officer of 822 
member institutions of "the national Association of Student Personnel 
Adminis'trator s . 
s 
Organization of the St%dy 
This study is organized into five chapters. The first includes need 
for stu<^ 5 the problem^  assumptions, definitions, delimitations of the 
study and organization of the study. The second chapter contains the 
review of literature, including literature on the transfer college stit-
dent; problems of articulation, academic success of the transfer student; 
problems and needs of the transfer student; educational and occt^ tional 
aspirations of transfer sttidents, and a summary of student personnel serv­
ices now offered. The third chapter includes the methods and procedure 
used in the study. The fourth chapter contains the findings, including 
numerical and statistical relationships. The final chapter includes the 
summary, conclusions, recommendations and su^ estions. 
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CH&PTSR H. REVIEW OF THE UTERATORE 
Introduction 
Certain "basic characteristics are shared by all stWenta—for essas^  
pie, background, experience, and expectations. Simlarly, certain fundap 
Diental needs—for exzm^ le, secwity, affection, meaningful activities— 
may app3y to a31 students. However, the -unique needs and expectations, 
and the particular ways these needs and expectations are met, differ along 
mazy dimensions. Accordingly, the collection of individuals -with -Mbom 
colleges and universities identify as transfer students may require special 
kinds of attention. 
Host of the research that exists on transfer students has, to date, 
focused on three areas; 
1. Academic success 
2. Articulation problems 
3. Descriptions of the junior college student 
The typical study in this area is a corçsarison of the acsdssic success 
of transfer students -with native studaits at four-year institutions * This 
information is useful to student personnel officers such as the director of 
admissions, coordinator of academic advising, and the academic dean, but 
little of it pertains to problems of transfer students as they night relate 
to other comonsnts of the student personnel program. 
The staff could benefit considerably from studies of transfer students 
in relationship to such areas as orientation, student behavior, student 
activities or organizations, residential programs and problems, financial 
needs and assistance, educational and occtmational aspirations, counseling 
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needs, attention, impact of the college on attitudes and values and student 
perceptian of college envdronzaent, 
Knoell and Uedsker (19) evaluated transfer student reaction to orient 
tation programs and reported they were "viewed largely as unsuccessful. Ih 
xnost instances the transfers -were grouped -with the freshmen, at times 
intentionally, and at other times vLth the assunption the needs of both 
groT^  cotild be served in a cannon program. At times this -was offered 
prior to the opening of classes in September idien mazy of the transfer 
students -were still enployed, endeavoring to earn money for college and 
-university expenses. 
Many of -the -transfer students were married and suggested an orienta-
-tion program idxlch could include -their spouses because of -the need for therni 
to tmderstand lAat the life of an tmper division universi-ty is like. There 
-was general agreement among the -transfer students -lâio participated in ori-
enta-tioD programs -that the present ones are tmsatisfactoiy (19, p. 67). 
Knotil and Hedsker also found that many transfers -who had been student 
leaders at their previous ins-ti-tutlons became almost totally inactive after 
transfer when -th«y could not find opportunities for -vâxLch th^ r did not have 
to coanpete -with Areshnen. On "the lAole, -transfer students -tended to have 
less identity -wl-th f ouz^ -year ins-bitutlons than did "their native stisient 
classmates in the i^ jper division (19, p. 68). 
The financial dilemmas of "transfer has been ^ ven some attentioa. 
Female transfers tended to come from larger families than the native stu­
dents and -were more likely -to be stiLf-sîçportiîsg duzdng college, 
about forty percent of "the men in the transfer gecnsp said -that their par­
ents contributed nothing toward financing -their education, -the Incidence of 
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time consumizig ençlojnnexxt after transfer vas sameiAat less than expected. 
It is assumed that these students feared that ei^ lqyment ni^ t hamper their 
success in academic achievement if they vere to continue to perform at the 
same academic level as in junior college* About twice as many students 
-worked iMle attending junior college as in the first year after transfer; 
the number of hours -worked per -week was also much larger in junior college 
OS, pp. 69-70). 
The problem -which -the largest percentage of s-budents rated as serious 
after transfer was the increased cost of their education in the four-year 
institution, in con^ iarison to costs in the junior college and in relation 
to their expectations. J^ mong the students lAo dropped out -voluntarily 
after transfer, financial prcbleans ranked first among the various factors 
associated with -withdrawal. Another grovp of financial dropouts were -the 
disappointed students ^ Ao transferred wi-bh the expectation of having a 
better chance for securing financial aid from -the college after -the first 
semester (19, pp. 7(^ 71). 
Bioell and Medsker also found in -their study -that counseling services 
for transfer s-tudents in foisr-year colleges azad universi-kies -were not as 
effective as they should be. .^ sparently personal counseling was ofta 
limited -bo students -sdio -were in need of -therapy, mazy of râom vere advised 
to drop out of college to get it. Those -transfer students -with everyday 
problems or doubts about their motivation and interest seldom seemed to 
find help at -the four-year ins-titutions (19, p. 67). 
Articulation between the two and focr^ year institutions has been -the 
subject of national, regional, and state conferences, and studies of the 
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junior college are becomjag more frequent and sophisticated in efforts to 
enchance the academic success of the transfer student. 
Some helpful suggestions are made in a statement by the Joint Cgsiw 
nittee on Junior and Senior Colleges entitled Guidelines for 3jg?rov3ng 
ArtictOation Between Junior and Senior Colleges (17). Di the section on 
advising, cotmsftling, and other personnel services, some of the following 
guid^ ines are mentioned: 
1. Ifore attention should be focused on the needs of the transfer 
students for in^ roved advising, particularly in the senior instittM 
tions. 
2. Infonnation should be supplied to the advisers of transfer stum 
dents to acquaint then with the previous college. 
3* Descriptions (shotOLd be provided) of ppportunities for transfer 
students to participate in the student activities program (17, p. lU)« 
Given this introduction, this Review of literature is divided into 
six sections. First, the junior college student is described -with eax^ hasis 
xçon personality and academic characteristics. Oie nezb section reviews 
the problems of articulation between the community-junior college and the 
four-year institution. %ird, the academic livelihood and success of the 
transfer student is examined and discussed. Fourth, some problems of 
adjustment and special needs of transfer students are reviewed* Next, 
literature ccmcenxing the educational and occiçational aspirations of 
transfer students is presented, and a review of student personnel, services 
associated vLtb. and directed toward transfer students concludes the chap­
ter. 
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The jTinior co33.ege strident 
IQi reviewing the literature on jtmior college students, one is im­
pressed with the carçarative lack of investigation of the reactions of 
junior college students to their college experience as -with the native 
student. TnKith the exception of Knoell and Medsker*s (18) stTjdy of junior 
college students "who later transferred to four-year institutions there is 
little reliable data. 
Roul Tunley, in his work "Junior College: A Second Chance" (29), 
predicts that by the end of this century all college students vill spend 
their first two years in the junior college. The reasons he gave for this 
popularity included ease of entry, low cost, opportunity for a second 
chance, small classes, teaching-oriented rather than research-oriented 
faculty, two-year technical and vocational programs, prosdmty of the 
campuses to home and the chance for students to give college life a try, 
with the option after two years of terminating or transferring, "With 
increasing cost of education, and eiiç>hasis on making hi^ er learning avail­
able to more persons, his premise seems logical, 
L&Land L. Medsker, in writing "The Junior College Student" (2li, p. 10), 
finds that the junior college population "probably resembles the high 
school graduating class vith respect to both academic ability and socio­
economic characteristics"^  however, he also points out that there are fewer 
junior college students at the extremes in both dimensions than in the 
total age grotqp. In attempting further to classify this student population, 
he finds the hi^  school underachievers lâio are taking advantage of one 
more chance to demonstrate their ability to do work; the late deciders 
about college attendance lAo have deficiencies from hi^  school; the 
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inmature emotionally and intallectually, uiio are taorea^  to enter coZlege; 
the inefficiently motivated and uncertain; and the capable students who 
lack financial backing for college attendance away from home or "«ho siirply 
•want to attend v±at may be a smaller, less formal college for their first 
two years. In this same study, Medsker found, in general, that junior 
college students seemed to be more conventional, less independent, less 
attracted to reflective thou^ t, and less tolerant than their peers in the 
four-year institutions. 
Cross (11, pp, 19-2li) found the problem of financial assistance for 
educaticm to be a recurrent one in terms of the characteristics of junior 
college students. Her analysis showed that students generally come Itom 
lower socio-economic homes, give a high priority to the "cost of the 
junior college", "while they seem to be concerned -with upward mobility. 
Many see the potential of increased income as a primary reason for college 
attendance. 
Further, she found that sixty^ three percent of -Uie junior college 
students surveyed in her study were working labile attending college. 
Another conclusion was that junior college studaits tend to lead senior 
college students in the percentage •rfio obtain money through employment 
•while in school, summer employment, and personal savings. Cross also found 
that many students lAo •were attending junior colleges at ijie time of her 
study were doing so because they found that they were uncertain of their 
motivations for a four-year degree program. In the Bioell-^ Iedsker stu(^ y 
of 1965 (18), it was found that almost one-fourth of the transfer students 
said that uncertainty about their plans for a major or career field was a 
factor of considerable importance in. their decision to attend junior col­
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lege. Nearly one-third said that a feeling of not being prepared for 
senior college -work vas of at least some iii^ >ortance in thedr decision. 
Cross' research reflected sarçles from, broad geographical areas. Use was 
made of regional and statewide data^  and occasionaJJy data Arom an indi­
vidual college was used for illustration. And, for the most part. Cross 
confined her analyses to studies that reported conparative data. 
In a slrrilar stuc^ y in 1965, Medsker and Trent (21;) found that four-
year colleges draw approânst&iy three-fourths of the freshman class from 
the upper forty percent of the hi^  school graduating class, -vdiereas only 
half the jtmior college students were in the iqaper forty percent of their 
high school graduating classes. 
In looking more specifically at personality characteristics of junior 
college students, J» R. ¥arren, in his work "Patterns of College EQ)eri-
ence" (32), found that these students generally felt inferior to those T&o 
were in public state-supported institutions and private colleges. Efe 
su^ ested that students at the private college were "more venturesome and 
izjpulsive ready to conniât theras^ ves to courses of action in a variety 
of situations". On •fee other hand, he found junior college students to be 
"more cautious, prudent, controlled, and most apprehensive and rigid in 
their concerns over grading and acadesnic standing". His findings have been 
substantiated by Cross and KhoeH-I-îedsker. 
Rroblems of articulation 
Much has been written about the problems of articulation, but addi­
tional efforts are still needed to inçrove coordination among institutions. 
Beside the Kioell and îfedsker study, the 1566 American Council on Education 
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StTidy on "Guidelines for In^ roving Articxilation Between Junior and Senior 
Colleges" (3) sets forth some interesting principles. The sttK^ r pointed 
out a lack of extensive state-vd.de activity and artictilation. This is 
reflected in two circimstances. îirst, the four-year colleges have had a 
long-range history of articulation with secondary schools from -sdricb their 
freshmen come. Since so much of the attention has been at this level for 
so long, institutions have found it difficult to adjust their thinking and 
procedures. Second, the concentration of most transfer students in the 
large state universities has resulted in procedures "ràûch reflect their 
association with the junior colleges. 
John Lucas (21), in his study of entering transfer students at the 
University of Tennessee, found five reasons most frequently given for 
selecting Tennessee. In his sangle of over 570 students, he suggested the 
following: there were special curricula available; a better overall under­
graduate student body; better activity and social climate; better location, 
and lower cost. Interestingly enough a better faculty was listed by eighty 
percent of the entering transfer students as a reason for coming, while 
only twenty-nine percc3t of the fteshmen listed that as a reason for 
selecting Tennessee. Curricular comparisons showed male transfers princi­
pally entered schools of engineering, business and biological sciences, 
wfrlle female transfers entered schools of education, home economics, and 
arts and humanities. little information was given on how transfers differed 
f±%m beginning freshmen. 
James Nelson and Frederic Giles developed a statement of guidelines 
between the two- and four-year colleges (lU, p. 2li). These included 
providing maxdmm freedom to students to achieve satisfactory junior col­
Ill 
lege recOTds. They said that attention shotûLd be given to the "place of 
fai^  school records, test scores, institutional grade differentials, flexi­
bility, and methods of computing grade point averages". lAth respect to 
changes in requirements and the inpHcations for timing in li^ t of these 
academic requirements thoy f^ t that a principle of "equality of treatment 
for native and transfer students" should be developed. îinaXly, in the 
broader sense of articulation, attention should be given to the differences 
that exist between transfers and freshmen, especially in the areas of 
counseling, financial aids, and participation in extracurricular activi­
ties, However, this study fails to define the specific problens of trans­
fer students that differ from those of freshmen. 
Clyde Blocker (7) found that althou^  "transfer shock occurs", junior 
college students are generally successful after transfer to the senior 
institution. He found that articulation is very necessary and that changes 
in courses and subsequent requirements caused the greatest difficulties. 
Blocker is one of the more astute writers in the area of transfer student 
problems. His thesis on the definition of roles and characteristics of 
transfer students is a helpful guideline. 
KnoaH and Mecteker (19, p. 8ii) noted that feedback from students 
showed a stronger need for better and more information about the colleges 
to -which they "were transferring. Information exchange emerged as the major 
problem, both among colleges and between students in the colleges they were 
planning to attend. 
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Acadeatci-c success of the transfer student 
Grace Bird, in "Preparation for Advanced Study" (6), presents four 
findings related to academic success of transfer students: (1) Junior 
college students usually e^ qierience some drop in grade point average in 
their first term after transfer below the cumulative average thqy earned 
previously. However, the grades of the students who persist generally 
inçjrove in successive terms after transfer; (2) These students often do not 
perform as veil as native students in their first term, but this differ­
ential decreases in successive terms; (3) Attrition tends to be higher for 
transfer students in the xçper division than for students who persist to 
the junior year; and (L) the junior college transfer students usually 
require more time than native students to corçslete their degree program. 
Her work -was done much earlier than most, but interestingly her results 
match for the most part those done later. 
Junior college students -rfio succeed after transfer were found to be 
those who performed well in both hi^  school and in junior college, accord­
ing to the Khoell-Hedsker study (19, p. 8), Their grades "Hhile in junior 
college were more related to performance after transfer than to high school 
performance. 
In examining attrition, economic factors played a major role. Many 
had transferred without a satisfactory plan for meeting expenses, tdùle 
others had family illness or oimer expenses "which drained financial 
resources. This and motivational factors were intertwined for another 
groïçj vitD found opportunities for enç>loyment to be more attractive than 
continued enrollment. 
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Donald lactSaony (2), in a stvu^  of the relatd-ansblp of socio-eeoncmlc 
and academic factors to stoient choice of occupation and program, found 
that transfer students ranked MghA-r academically than those stodests tdio 
-were in the terminal junior college program* He also found the transfer 
student to come Arom a hi^ ier socio-ecosmlc background, and to score 
Mghwr on aptitude and achievement examinations, than the terminal group* 
Most nonFacadenxic characteristics were found to have less relationship 
to student perfozmsnce than for high school and junior college achievaasnt* 
Students lAo were older than the average junior coHXege enroHee had a high 
rate of persistence and were likely to graduate on time* ïhe poorest pez^  
formance record was made by those referred to as "late blocmars"* Another 
gpoup eogierieDcing difficulty ware the students i6o worked at fall time 
jobs tâzile attending, often taking three to four years to complete their 
program* 2fo single variable was found to be useful in predicting success* 
The potential ioportance of good counseling seems clear* With the knowl­
edge about these factors affecting performance, a more effective matcMng 
of junior college students and transfer institutions could be realized* 
On a broader scale, Snoell and. ïiedsker (19, p» 3h) found that trans­
fer students choose institutions and majors *<pâ3ich are appropriate to their 
academic ability and prior achievaoents* differences i£ cunienlian choice 
between students attending two-year colleges and four-year colleges and 
universities were not dramatic* 
findings of some iodividual institutional studies have yltixied useful 
data» Charles Johnson, at the University of Missouri (16), found that 
(1) junior college transfers* acacieiCLC âvs/ageâ eçuâHôû the Hëtû.veô-, 
(2) fou2>.year college transfers- exceeded the natives', (3) junior coif 
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lege transfers coirpared well -with four-year co31ege transfers and, (li) 
Missoriri junior college transfers compared well with four-year college 
transfers. Among his recommendations, Johnson suggests more "attention 
shoiild be given the first semester transfer student". 
Jorja Turnipseed, in a conparative study of junior college transfers 
and native students at the University of Southern I&ssissippi (30), found 
that (1) there was little difference between the groups in the number of 
men and women, in range of ACT scores or in age, (2) the natives had a 
higher rate of graduation, (3) natives had hi^ er academic success and, 
(It) there was no clear cut difference between the grade point average of 
upper division natives and transfers with the same ACT scores. John 
Roceche, in his follow-up study of the "Junior College Transfer Student at 
UCLA" (26), found that (1) students typically e^ qjerience a lower GPA during 
the first seanester following transfer, (2) in most cases recovery of marks 
during subsequent semesters can be noted and, (3) GPA iirçroves with each 
successive sesnester at the senior institution. 
John Casey, in a study done at Iowa State University, found that grad­
uation attrition rates varied with the state institution to which the cani-
munity college students transferred. Achievement, measured by grade point 
average, and graduation were also dependent vpon the state institution to 
lAich students transferred (8). What caused the difference? The major 
cause was related to adequacy of preparation in handling içjper division 
work. 
Vir^ Ll Lagomarcinc, in another Iowa State University study, found in a 
study appraising the public junior colleges in Iowa that this kind of 
institution had been essentially college preparatory at that time (19$!:-
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1955)* A total of 257 jtmior college graduates lAo xnatricialated in the 
three state institutions (Iowa State College^  Iowa State Teachers College, 
and State University of lowa)^  were studied. "When "Uie probability of 
graduation was predicted for transfer students, it was found that a student 
fâ» had a 2.0 average in junior college had 60 chances in 100 to be grador-
ated from the State University of Iowa, 53 chances in 100 to be graduated 
from Iowa State College, and 70 chances in 100 to be graduated from loiva 
State Teachers College. The student with a 3.0 average had 71 chances to 
100 to be graduated tram. SHE, 65 chances in. 100 at ISC, and 80 chances in 
100 at ISTC (20). 
Studies by Dean Cramer (10) and Dean Fleming (12), currently underway, 
are involved with academic achievement. Cramer's study concerns itself 
with a discriminate analysis on prediction of grades in a sanple of 200 
transfers idiile ïleming is conducting a follow-up of a large number of stu­
dents entering Iowa community colleges in. 1966 to learn predictability of 
academic achievement. 
Problems and needs of "Uie transfer student 
Transfer students enrolled at tAe University of Missouri in the fall 
of 1967 at the time of the stu^ y (1968) were asked to express their per­
ceived needs in eight areas of student personnel services and to rate the 
adequacy of the University in meeting these needs. A random sainple of 1L5 
men and hS women from the University residence halls answered a hO-item 
questionnaire on (1) admissions and orientation, (2) counseling, (3) cui>-
o^w known as Iowa State University, University of Iowa, and Ifei-
versity of Hbrthem Iowa. 
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rlcTilun and referral, (h) financial aid and en^ loyment, (5) housing and 
food service^  (6) health service, (7) student activities, and (8) discipline 
and conduct. Both men and -women wanted the most help mth admissions and 
orientation, and the least -with counseling* The men*s and -women's needs 
differed for admissions and orientation, student activities, and discipline 
and conduct. Most students ra-bed -the services as adequate, althou^  some 
-were uncertain about the availability of such services as information on 
student discipline and conduct. In general, the stu^ y showed -chat faculty 
advisors -lâiere unsatisfactory, students -were unaware of certain services, 
and the orientation programs were unsatisfactory insofar as the transfers 
and fteshmen were groLÇ)ed together (13) . 
A groïç) of hS students "obo transferred from the University of Calif cra­
nia's Davis, Los Angeles, and San-fca Barbara caucuses -bo Berkeley or other 
institutions were interviewed regarding -their reasons for changing campuses. 
Many involuntary -transfers might have remained at their original campuses 
but had to leave because of academic dismissals, health and financial 
problems, or o-ther inatters over which -they had no control. Voluntary 
transfers described -the ci-fcy of Davis as lacking in intellectual and cul­
tural ac-ti-vi-ties, and considered other Davis s-tudents to be poli-ticalHy 
apathe-tdc. ÏÏ.C.I1.A. was not felt to be conpleteZy "unsa-tisfactory but 
thou^ t to lack s-trong programs in seme fields and situated too close to 
home. The majority of -voluntary transfer students from both Davis and 
TI.C.LJV, went to Berkeley and, -unlike the involuntary groups, felt a need 
for added inteHlectual and cultural stimulation through lectures, concerts, 
poe-try reading, or serious discussion on controversial topics. Santa 
Barbara -transfers were «ni voluntary and most dissa-tisfied with -their 
cssçpas, iùich vas described as isolated, vith poor livizig azraBgeneztts and 
a too social atmosphere. At the time of interviews^  students had completed 
their freshmaa year azid had transferred the spr±Dg of their second year 
in college (9). 
To determine the interpersonal values of college students, Robert 
.Abbas of Misso-uri tested three hypotheses to see if there "was a significant 
difference among the values of (1) junior college students in terminal 
course, (2) those in a transfer course, and (3) university students* (Ote 
sample conçrised 93 Missouri TIniversity Areshmen, 116 junior college traxi»-
fer students, and terminal or vocational students* Gordon's Survey of 
Interpersonal Values "was used to measure six qualities: support, cox>> 
formity, récognition, independence, benevolence, and leadership* Cb the 
value of conformity, a significant difference %as found between the uni­
versity students and each of the two sacçles of college students; on the 
leadership scale, the university students scored hi^ ier than the transfer 
students* There were no sigdficant differences in the other corr^ ationg# 
It seemed possible that the junior college students scored hi.g^ ier on cozw 
fozmity because they -were more likely to live at home, vmereas a university 
atmosphere usually fosters nonp-conformity* The lower aoartegrfc ability of 
mazy junior college students also tends to favor conformity# This Jsrsenù^  
edge shnclcî permit administrators a better choice in the extracurricular 
activities they encourage. These results also suggested a definite need 
for leadership training programs at the junior college. Such programs mgy 
also be needed at the university, for the fact that the students value 
leadership highly does not necessarily mean that they have an opportunity 
to exercise it (1). 
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The University of ELorlda Mental Kealth Project conducted two work­
shops on "Preventive Action in College Mental Health" in Apiôl, 1968* 
Counselors from 13 jtmior colleges, 11 xmiversity administrators, 15 Col­
lege of Education graduate students, and 165 transfer students from the 
respective junior colleges participated, Groiçî interviews of the transfer 
students idio had coiiçleted more than two quarters of university work were 
conducted by the junior college counselors with the guidance trainees as 
recorders. They thought it -wise to take a light course load and not work 
during the first quarter at the university, Ccm^ jlaints of ii!personaliza-= 
tion came mostly from students from small junior colleges. The university 
was asked to enlarge "Uie summer orientation program and to provide effec­
tive programs for those -who cannot attend; to inprove troper-division 
advisestient T?y using advisors -who are interested, available over a long 
period of time, and accurately informed. An increase in L- and. 5-credit 
courses was also requested so i±at students could take a full load -with 
only 3 or h courses (W, 
Students admitted to the University of I&chigan in the fall of 1965 
"îdîo h&d earned between 50 and 90 credit hours at a previous institution 
were divided into two groups of approximately 100 each?—those from noi>-
residential public community colleges and those from four-year public 
resj.c%itial institutions. Replies to a demographic questionnaire revealed 
that students in the junior college group were of lower socio-economic 
status and of similar or sli^ tly superior academic ranking than were stu­
dents in the fou3>.year group. The majority of the couns&ling requests of 
taie junior college students had been for financial information idiile those 
oi tSifc fOTuvyear group had been for personal counseling. In contrast to 
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the fourwyear students, junior college students had considered transferring 
earlier in their college e^ }erience, had received the backing of their 
parents in this aim, and were satisfied -uith their first two years of colm 
lege. Dissatisfactions -with their previous college cited by the four-year 
students included lack of dating qpparttmities, faculty disinterest in 
teaching, and poor provision for intellectual growth and career training. 
If they had it to do over again, 90 percent of the two-year students would 
attend junior college idille less %an 50 percent of the four-year college 
transfers would start at their previous college. The junior college group 
e:qpected the University of Michigan to be student-centered, flexible, warm, 
and friendly while the four-year groig expected it to be vocationally^  
oriented, and intellectual, academically competitive, and conservative 
(25%. 
Thomas H. Shea (28), at the State University of New York at Buffalo, 
found that transfer students from two-year colleges more frequently lived 
in dormitories and less frequently lived at home than did transfer students 
from other four-year colleges. Problems were experienced by some transfer 
students in the areas of dormitory living, making new friends, selection of 
courses, and occasionally in lacking background for upper lev^  courses* 
James Herig (15, p. 8) ccuçared two subgrot^ s at "Wie University of 
Missouri, the junior college transfers and the native students. He Tised 
the Environmental Assessment Technique (EAT) with its personal orientation 
classifications of realistic, scientific, social, conventional enterprising 
and artistic. The results of the stxa^  suggest that the transfers are 
representative of the tmiversity studait boc^ y and have been well assind-
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lated by the native cultitre. I question the sole iise of EAT in making the 
aforementioned statement. 
KhoeiH and Hedsker (19, pp. 68-69) found that transfer students tended 
to have much less identity "with the four-year colleges than did their na­
tive student classmates in the tçper-di-vision. They cited two factors that 
tended to discourage transfer studoits from participating in social and 
ejctracuiricttlar activities. Krst, the students said that efforts to 
recruit new students in special interest grotçs were directed to freshmen. 
Secondly, they felt a strong need to devote all thâr time to their studies 
during their first semester after transfer in order to earn passing grades. 
After that, thqy indicated it -was too late to start participation. îîaiçr 
junior college leaders became totally inactive after transfer -when they 
failed to find assignments open to them in -which they did not have to 
compte "with fteshraen. 
Cross (11, pp. 25-27), in examining data taken from "School to Col­
lege: Opportunities for Postsecondary Education" (SCOPE) and ACS studies, 
pointed out that as a groiç) junior college freshmen seemed less self-
confident than fouz^ year college and university freshmen in traits such as 
academic ability, drive to achieve, leadership ability, mathematical 
ability, intellectual self-confidence, and writing ability. Althou^  the 
differences seem to be very small, a larger proportion of these students 
than those ftom four^ j-ear institutions felt themselves above average in 
their athletic ability, artistic ability, defensiveness, and mechanical 
ability. Research on personal characteristics of junior college students 
is meager and more information is needed regarding their values, feelings 
about self, and interpersonal relationships. 
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Some of these results concerning social adjustment problems of trans­
fer students nay be rabated to being termed "second-class" citizens by 
their peers or others -who look at the junior college experience to be "less 
than desirable". There has beea a serious lack of research activity in 
this area relative to transfer students. No studies were found that 
focused specifically on the frequency of use that transfer students make 
of personal counseling services on campuses, or even the special kinds of 
problems transfers take to the counseling service. 
Educational and occxgational aspirations of transfer students 
Generally speaking. Cross (11, pp. hl-l:6) found that junior college 
students had lower educational and occupational aspirations than their 
peers •sAo began their education in four-year colleges. Dorothy Enoell and 
Leland Medsker found that twenty-seven percent of junior college transfer 
students had not made a firm occïçational choice by the time they entered 
junior college^  and thirty-six percent changed their minds during the first 
two years. 
VSHinghasi and îlndikyan (33, p. U) found that very few junior college 
students idjo enrolled in an occtçjational program later atterrpted to trans­
fer to a four-year institution. Of those who did, few succeeded. "Obvi­
ously, the purpose of the occupational programs is not to produce trans­
fers," they said. Their data reflected the difficulty that a career stu­
dent may have in changing tracks. The technical-vocational curricula 
leading to immediate enroloyment are attracting more and more students as 
are terminal liberal arts programs. Cross* study (11, pp. 29-32) indicated 
that senior college students seemed somewhat more likely to express an 
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interest in humanitarian concern, -whereas the junior college stud^ ts 
seemed to be more concerned about business and financial matters* This 
business-practical orientation of these students is illustrated by the 
persona] objectives they consider essential and very iznportant. In respond­
ing to each of seventeen such objectives in an ACE questionnaire, the per­
centage of junior college students exceeded that of fouivyear college stu­
dents by as much as seven perçoit on onlly two: to be well off financially 
and to succeed in business. Senior college freshmen, on the other hand, 
tended to attribute inçortance to objectives such as helping others in 
difficulty, joining the Peace Corps or Vista, becoming community leaders, 
and keeping iç with political affairs. There were almost no differences 
between the two groups in the other ^ even objectives (3, p. 2). 
According to Medsker (21;, p. 10), an increase in the number of b±^  
school graduates entering any type of college wilU. bring about an increase 
in the gross number of baccalaureate degrees produced. However, Cross (H) 
and Medsker (2li) feel that the best students may become disillusioned by 
hi^ er education in the junior college and that the less able transfer 
students will be unable to compete in the foup-year institutions. 
Richard Mattelson, in his study entitled "The Relationship of Junior 
College Programs to the Ençloyment Ssqjeriences of Graduates" (22), concludes 
tiist (1) the junior college generally serves the student well in skills, 
knowledge, and human relations, (2) it provides terminal programs for work 
at various entry levels, (3) the college mast keep alert to the local job 
market and, (It) it should develop and keep up-to-date a basic group of 
occupational programs. 
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Existing services and programs 
This section of the review of literatiore deals with some exaznples of 
services and progrsms already operating specifically for transfer students. 
The system -vâth the most experience in programmng for the transfer 
student is notably, California. The approach in that state is based prima­
rily trpon the Articulation Conference, "begun in ISWxf which involves repre­
sentatives from comniunity junior colleges, state colleges, universities, 
and secondary schools (19, p. 12). The voluntary cooperative effort is 
cosç)osed of standing committees working in several disciplines, as wall as 
in tradiid-onal student personnel areas, especially admission requirements 
and academic advising, althou^  they occupy a secondary role. 
Mchigan State Universiiy has, for some time, maintained cooperative 
programs with Mchigan two-year colleges. Each year on several occasions, 
admissions officers, academic deans, and teaching faculty have visited with 
officials at the two-year institutions. These informal sessions have 
resulted in cooperative programs in articulation and student life. Each 
spring the officials from the community j-unior colleges visit the MSU 
cançjus for a "follow-tç> conference" in cooperation with the }5.chigan State 
admissions office. Student personnel and academic staff from the pre-
transfer college interview studeats and gain irportant insight into their 
problems and overall development. Mchigan State had some h,000 new trans­
fer students during the 1969-1970 academic year and expects the proportion 
of transfer students in its new admissions to increase each year (27, p. 
39). 
Several institutions have organized orientation programs specifically 
for transfer students, Iowa State University recently started a program in 
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-which taransfer students visit the cançus for a weekend in the spring. The 
students meet -with the faculty and advisors whom they will be working with 
tAen th^  arrive in the fall. The content of the programs, the scheduling 
of then, and the personnel involved differ from college to college at ISU. 
Student orientation assistants are an integral part of the effort, on»-
fourth of Tdîom are transfers thems&Lves (27> p. 1:2). 
The State ^ Diversity of New York at Buffalo, through its Division of 
%dergraduate Studies, employs a special assistant for transfer affairs •rfio 
coordinates efforts of a faculty-student coiranittee in advising the division 
on programs and problems for transfers (27^  p. L2). 
Florida State University has recently opened a Division of Junior 
College Affairs. This agency will coordinate all matters concerning junior 
community college transfer students at FSU. In this charge it develops 
academic anrf co-curricular programs designed to meet the needs of transfer 
students. 
At Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton, all student personnel 
programs are directed toward the needs of students tdio have already 
attended another institution. FAU deals almost exclusively with transfer 
students. Althou^  few other institutioi^  have such a student population, 
it should be interesting to watch the development of programs in residen­
tial living, student activities, orientation, financial aid, and student 
behavior (27, p. ii5). 
Summary 
Certain trends are indicated from this review of literature. The 
growth taking place in the community junior colleges is among the most 
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striking in Mghw education, lath the increasing costs of hLs^ wr education 
and the proliferation of programs and course offering, prospective students 
in many Instances, are finding it more feasible* both ecoaanlcaUy and acar-
dendoaHly, to spend one or two years in a junior college. One obvious 
result of this situation is that the nxBdt>er of transfer students entering 
senior colleges -will, continue to increase rqpjdly. 
Research involving the transfer student is predominantly descographic 
and the bulk of it concems the acadsnic success of the transfer student* 
articulati-oa problems* and descriptions of junior college students. 
Ibe literature is diverse in medizm of reporting. Articles are cw-
trasted by carefully research studies* differing in methodology. 
Problems of articulation are still serious despite scsne efforts to 
iaprcve programs. Host four-year Institutions spend their priaasy energies 
with the seccaàsry schools and leave the transfer student*s prior institu­
tions to fend for themselves. Problems of articulation cause loss of 
credits* oft-times unnecessary attrition* and sometimes force the student 
to terminate his degree program before graduation» 
Oze academic success of the transfer student has beea studied rather 
eoctenslveliy. QensraHy* the transfer student experiences some drcp is CPA 
in his first session and* in. successive sessions* shows marked izgrovement. 
In the long run* transfer student performance seems to be slig^ itly below 
that of the nalsLve student. 
Transfer students generally claim to have few or no "social adjust-
rasnt" problems, Thzy "Cacd to concentrate their tdse on studies s2sd not to 
get involved in activities in which they have to ccû^ tê against fresteaa. 
3y nature of their environment m the hasae cossaanlxy* they tend to find the 
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institution to which th^ r transfer a more culturally and inteTLectualHy 
stimulating comniuni-ly to be in. 
The educational and occi^ ational aspirations of transfer students are 
somevdat lower than those of native students. As a lAole, they tend to be 
more vocational "Uian professional in their career orientations. There are 
growing naii4>ers of students entering the technical-vocational programs. 
Student personnel programs directed toward transfer students are 
lacking at manor senior institutiois. Students corrolain about poor coui>» 
selixig aaad academic advising, a lack of financial aid and placement serv­
ices and meaningless orientation programs. There is a need to bring about 
equalization of opportunity and service for the transfer student as com­
pared to the native student through better and more comprehensive student 
personnel programs. 
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CHAPTER m. METHODS MD PROCEDURES 
As stated in Chapter I, the purpose of this research study is to de­
scribe iAat student personnel services are svciilable for transfer students 
in four-year institutions of higher education. Student personnel services 
are defined as advising, articulation, counseling, extracurricular activ­
ities, financial aids, housing, and orientation. 
Oiis chsç)t-er includes the methods and procedures which are utilized to 
gather and analyze the data required for the conpletion of the study. The 
chapter is divided into (1) description of the population, (2) projected 
description and method of collection of the data, and (3) a projected 
analyses of the data. 
Determination of Population 
The population utilized in this study includes the chief student 
personnel administators in 822 four-year institutions of higher learning 
in iàie Baited States, For the purpose of this study, the chief student 
personnel administrator refers to that person whose administrative respoi>-
sibility is for student personnel programs and services at that institu­
tion. However, due to the data required in couroleting the questionnaire, 
the chief personnel admnistrator in some cases delegated the task to a 
subordinate administrator such as an associate or assistant dean, or 
admissions officer. 
The 822 four-year institutions are all merrier s of the îfetional Associ­
ation of Student Personnel Administrators. The institutions from which 
data was received fall into the fdieting categories; (a) public liberal 
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arts college, (b) public university, (c) independent liberal arts college, 
(d) independent university, (e) catholic college or university, (f) prot­
estant coZlege or university, (g) teachers college, and (h) technical 
institutions. Enrol]jaent categories range from those less than 1,500; 
1,500 to 5,000; 5,000 to 10,000 and those more than 10,000, Regional 
description of the sarple is as follows ; 
In previous MSPA studies over the past three years, public universities 
have conçrised the largest percentage of the sairole, with protectant church-
related colleges and universities next. 
The MSPÂ meaijbership, according to the National Center for Educational 
Statistics, is representative of nost instà-tutions of higher learning. In 
the September, 1970, issue of The Digest of Educational Statistics, 2,371; 
institutions were cited. 
Table 1, Nurber of institutions, by control of institution, fall 1967 
New England or I^ iddle Atlantic (30 percent) 
North Central (1:0 percent) 
Southern (lU percent) 
















HÂSPA manbersMp escbeoods to conoamity colleges azid other two-year 
instdLtuticcos, For the puzposes of this study, the sasqple vas confined to 
four-year schools only. Churchp-related institutions account for about on»» 
third of the KâSPÂ sample as they do in the national statistics cited in 
Table 1* Public institutions comprise between thirty and forty percent of 
the national statistics as they do in the K&SPA membership. 
Over one-half of the national data represent private institutions. 
MSPA member institutions that are private conçîrise about fifty-three 
percent of the total. 
Description of the Zostrument 
The instrument used in collecting data for the study consisted of a 
printed qoestiosoalre. The questionnaire was selected because of the size 
of the sanple population and the necessity of collecting specific data. 
The questionnaire %as designed to elicit responses from the partici­
pants about programs and services specifically available for transfer stum 
dents and to identify some programs and services at various institutions 
"Which may assist practicing student personnel workers in meeting the needs 
of transfer students. 
The Instrument included itéras related to "types" of institutions 
transfer students attend; cconarlsons between native transfer students 
as they may relate to sex. differaices; and housing and matriculation 
choices. Other itesas Included a survey of programs and services 
specifically far transfer students involving sdssissioss, esaroHisent, and 
orientaxlon procedures^  housing and financial aid prograzns, and student 
activities and organizatâons. 
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Construction of the Isstrumeot 
The qaestioins comçrisicg the questionnaire were selected after careful 
research and consideration. Personal consixltations were held -with various 
university faculty, staff, and students ia an effort to determine appro-
priate questions and to clarify proposed questions* 
It is important to note that certain basic assuzaptions and limitations 
are inherent in the use of a inailed questionnaire in collecting data. For 
example, it aust be assumed that the original intent of each statgaeact is 
understood by the respondent, that each respondent answers hosestSy, and 
that the responses reflect the intent of the respondent. 
A preliminary draft -was prepared and submitted by the writer to be 
reviewed by a mmà>er of student personnel administrators serving as memdws 
of the MSPA Division of Research and Program Development. They were asked 
to coaplete the farm and to evaluate items so that they sôght be made sore 
meaningful. Several h&ipful criticisms were received. 
One question was left opea-ended. It was f^ t an cpeiv-ended 
response in several cases allowed wider diversity and more meadngfol 
answers than the limitations imposed by, for exscrole, a multiple-choice 
approach. Questions requiring knowledge of percentages of native students 
were used for cosçariscaa. The check-list method was also used. Pinally, 
to facilitate cœçletlan of the instrument and sizmlify the process of 
data analysis, most items were designed to peralt a siinple "yes" car "no" 
response. 
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Collection of the Data 
îbllowiag the construction of the questionnaire « vMch vas tised as 
the data collecting instrcxaent^  copies of it ware printed. A letter 
acconpanied the questionnaire from the Division of Research and Arofe»-
sional Development of MSPA e-xpD ainnng the purpose of the study and re­
questing the cooperation of the student personnel atfariTii stratcrs cotnprisi^ ng 
the sangle population. 
The of the questionnaires "with accosças^ ing letters ssd self-
addressed^  stasped envelopes (Appendix A) was acconplished on December 1^  
1970, requesting a return by December l5> 1570» On January 15> 1571> 
a follow-TÇ) postcard (.Appendix B) was sent to 535 institutions not yet 
heard from. Another conplete maiti-ng -was sent to 301 institutions om 
March 1, 2571 (Appendix C), requesting that the questionnaire be completed 
and returned prosptly. 
Sable 2 indicates response by region. Percentage-wise^  the best 
return came from the New Sn^ and^ d^dle Atlantic area, %ith the 'Western, 
Southern and North Central regions response following in that order. 
Table 2. Ntanber of issstitutions sent questionnaires and returned 
q-uestioimaires by region 
Percent 
of all 
Category Sent colleges Returned Percent 
lUe-w or ïîiddle Atlantic 2kl 30 202 82 
Jîorth. Central 329 i;0 230 70 
Southem 115 IL 90 78 
Western 131 16 102 79 
Total 322 100 Aoj. 77.1 
The return of 77 percent coiqjares -with a 76 percent rettim for the 
MSPA sttu^  on institutional policies; 86 percent return on the study 
related to student misconduct and 6h percent return on the study related 
to assunptions and beliefs of members of the academic coinnunity. 
Treatment of the Data 
The questionnaire included 58 items. Several of the questions re-
qiàred mtiltiple answers. Cod.es for tabuLation of the data from the ques­
tionnaire "were established. 
Data analysis on the questionnaire was undertaken in several stages. 
First, a general questionnaire analysis was conducted to yield frequency 
and percentage results for the respondents on the con^ leted questionnai re. 
The second phase consisted of coxiçsarison analysis on the follovjing vari­
able classification : type of institution and size of enrollment. The 
results from this analysis was then used to develop further questionnai re 
analysis sribgrotmings. 
The subgroups consisted of different combinations of the variable 
classifications. The number of institutions in each of the various suJ>-
grotç)s determined which subgroups T^ iarranted further analysis. Additional 
questionnaire anal^ /sis consisted of frequency and percentage tabulations. 
The presentation of data follows, in sequence, the pattern of analy­
ses described above. The first section dealt i-âth results for the total 
sample or ail items in the questionnai re. The succeeding section focused 
upon the results of frequency and percentage comparisons for selected 
questionnaire items on the basis of type, size, and location of the insti­
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tution. Data was presented toth on responses "by major variable classificar-
•tâons and on responses by siibgrotcpings of the major classifications. 
Open-ended responses concludes the findings. 
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CHAPTER 17. FINDINGS 
The report of the findiiigs was arranged in four groupings in a se-
queaace similar to that used to collect the data. The assumptions Tjsre: 
(1) institutions developed specific programs and services for transfer stu­
dents based on size and transfer composition of enrollment^  (2) institu­
tions did not have •well-defined programs and services specifically for 
transfer students, (3) institutions did not encourage student personnel 
programs specifically for transfer students, and (U) institutions did not 
have specific opportunities for transfer students to become involved in 
the student life of "Uie institution. 
The first section included descriptive data concerning the person coii>-
pleting the questionnaire and the institution itself, by and enroll­
ment. Native and transfer students were cozTgiared numerically by male, 
females residential patterns; minority groupings; and plans for graduate or 
professional school. The classification of transfer students -was also 
examined as was the type of institution from I'jhich the transfer originated. 
Finally, in this section, the respondents indicated one of nine reasons "why 
they thought transfer students chose their institution. 
The second section dealt %ith whei^ ier or not the institution encour­
aged the admission of transfer students and what requirements for admission 
and enrollment the institution had. Following this they were asked what 
student personnel services they provided the transfer students. 
Section three was concerned with what programs the institution coa-
ducted on behalf of the transfer student. Zkphasis was placed on involve­
ment in the extracurriculum of transfers and whether or not research was 
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"being conducted to learn more about the leadership and activity interests 
of these students» FinaJJy, transfers -were coiroared -with natives in thnir 
involvement in student life in general* 
Section 1. Descriptive Data 
Twenty-seven different responses Tdiere noted in titles of persons 
responding (Table 3). Because the role and the responsibility of the re­
spondent was the same in many cases, the findings were grouped into seven 
Table 3« Distribution of titles of persons responding 
Title Iltoiiber 
Dean of men 51 
Dean of student affairs 68 
Director of admissions 29 
Dean of students 21x9 
Assistant dean of students 75 
Associate dean of students 58 
Vice-president for student affairs 9h. 
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categories. In some institutions, the questionnaire was sent to several 
offices inasmuch as certain data was not readily available in one office. 
As assumed, the questionnaire was sent to subordinate administrators for 
completion. Ninety-four vice-presidents for student affairs completed the 
instrument. Nearly 38 percent of all the respondents h^ d the title, dean 
of students. Sixty-eight persons indicated dean of student affairs as 
their position. Those persons named as dean of men, associate dean of stur* 
dents, and assistant deal of students accounted for 30 percent of the 
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•total. In 29 of the cases, the director of admissions conqileted the ques­
tionnaire. 
The greatest number of respondents were from public universities, 
•vâîich cozrprised. 32 percent of the sairole (Table i;). Protestant church-
related institutions made iç» 17 percent of those returning questionnaires. 
Table it. Type of institution 
Type Uimber Percent 
Public liberal arts college 51 8 
Public university 199 32 
Independent liberal arts college 82 13 
Independent university 37 6 
Church-related Catholic 6$ 10 
Churchf-related protestant 102 17 
Teachers college 50 8 
Technical institute 3B 6 
Total 62h 
Independent liberal arts colleges, not church-relatcd, comprised 13 per­
cent, >3hile 10 percent vere from Catholic, church-related schools. 
Sixty-nine percent of all responding; institutions came from the North 
Central and New Englandy^ &ddle Atlantic regions (Table 5). Public uni­
versities dominated the sargjle for both of these regions. Nearly a third 
of the respondents in the South and V7est were from public universities. 
Public and independent liberal arts colleges and universities comprised 
about 20 percent of the respondents in all regions. Church-related colleges 
and universities (protestant and Catholic) accounted for 26 percent of aH 
respondents in the New England and Madle Atlantic region, and 2U percent 
Uo 
in the North Central region. The church-related protestant institutions 
coijçrised one-third of the respondents in the West. 
Table 5. Type of institution by region 
New Eng. North 
!%?pe of institution I-Iid. Atl. Central Southern Western Total 
Public liberal arts college 17 18 8 8 51 
Public university 65 80 29 25 2S9 
Independent liberal arts college 26 30 12 Ui 82 
Ind^ endent university 13 13 5 6 37 
Ghurchf-related Catholic 28 23 9 5 65 
Churck-related protestant 25 3li 15 28 102 
Teachers college 16 18 7 9 50 
Technical institute 12 lit 5 7 38 
Total 202 230 90 102 62li 
Table 6 indicated the total enroHment of all institutions surveyed. 
Those instituizLons less than 1,500 numbered 225. Those fron 1,500 to 5,000 
conçjrised 162 institutions, •while there "were 157 colleges and tmiversities 
•with enrolILnents over 10,000. One hundred made up the interval of 5,000 
to 10,000 students. 
Table 6. Total enrollment 
ZhroHment Ntmûjer Percent 
Less than 1,500 225 36 
1,500 to 5,000 162 25 
5,000 to 10,000 100 16 
More than 10,000 13? 22 
Total 62h 
la 
Table 7 represented enrôlement by type of institution. Over 200 
institirtions, nearly one-third of the respondents, had enrollmests less 
than 1,500, Independent liberal arts colleges and church-related Catholic 
and protestant institutions made up over 75 percent of that nuidber. 
Table 7* Enrollment by type of institution 
Less 1,500 5,000 More 
than to to than 
Type of institution 1,500 5,000 10,000 10,000 
Public liberal arts college 7 17 16 11 
Public university 11 36 h3 109 
Isdependaat liberal arts college 59 20 3 
Independent university — 19 13 5 
Churclvrelated Catholic 39 17 5 k 
Church-related protestant 61 3L 5 2 
Teachers college 7 22 17 h 
Technical institute 20 12; h -
Total 20h 179 106 135 
Institutions between 1,500 and 5,000 ncarfiaered 179 and accounted for 
over 25 percent of the t>otal responding schools* The distribution among 
all types of institutions vas most even in this enrollment category. 
Among schools with enrollments of 5,000 to 10,000, nearly two-thirds 
of the respondents came from two types of institutions, public universities 
sad public liberal arts colleges, 
ïinaUy, there were 135 institutions reporting, or on^ fifth of the 
total resporjdents, that had enroHmoits over 10,000, Si^ rty percait of 
those were public universixies» 
h2 
Table 8 indicated the percentage of men and voxaen, native and trans­
fer, of all institutions responding. Transfer men otitnunibered transfer 
•women by nine percent. 
Table 8» Percentage of men and iromen sttaients, native and transfer, all 
institutions 
Native Transfer 
a cf /o /3 
Men 72 28 
Women 81 19 
Table 9 presented the percentage of men and wmen, native and trans­
fer, by the types of institution. Teachers colleges figures illustrated 
the greatest percentage of transfer men and women. Public universities 
•were second in transfer men and women "while technical institutes had the 
smallest percentage of transfer men azid women. Transfer women outnumbered 
transfer men at independent universi1d.es and teachers colleges. 
Table 11 represented the number of students transferring Fall, 1970, 
from ccmmunity-junior colleges, piiblic four-year institutions, and private 
four-year institutions. Community and junior college transfer students 
numbered nearly three times those transferring from private four-year insti­
tutions and two times those from public four-year schools, SH^ tlly more 
than 92,000 students transferred from four-^ e^ar institutions while 117,2^ 1t 
transferred from community-junior colleges. 
h3 
Table 9» Perceitage of nen and "women students, native and transfer, by 
type of institution 
- Men, I'Jbmen, Men, Women, 
native native transfer transfer 
Type of institution % % % 
Public liberal arts college 83 88 17 12 
Public Tjniversity 68 73 32 27 
Independent liberal arts college 90 93 10 7 
Independent university 86 Bh m 16 
Churchfrelated Catholic 82 9h 18 6 
Churchp-raLated protestant 87 95 13 5 
Teachers college 6h 55 36 hS 
Technical institute 96 99 h 1 













Less than 1,500 93 
1,500 to 5,000 87 
5,000 to 10,000 71 













Table 21. îîumber of students transferring Fall, 1?70 
Type (transferred from) UuEtoer 
Coriiniunity-junior colleges 217,25a 
Public four-year institutions 56,692 
Private four-year institutions 35,122 
Total 209,368 
kh 
The average percentage of married transfer students was 11; percent for 
aXL institutions surveyed (Table 12) o Transfer minori-ty students conç^ rised 
three percent of all students "while native minority students accounted for 
five percent of all students in reporting institutions (Table 13). Each 
institui±on "was asked to indicate the approximate percentage of students 
•who go on to graduate or professional schools (Table lit). In 62h re-
sponsesf natives comprised 35 perçoit, while transfers coirorised 29 pei^  
cent. 
Table 12. Percentage of transfer students lâio were married, by type of 
institution 
Type of institution Percent 
Public liberal arts college 19 
Public university 23 
Independent liberal arts college 7 
Independent university 8 
Church-related Catholic 9 
Churck-related protestant 13 
Teachers college 5 
Technical institute 16 
Table 13. Percentage of students -who were members of minority grotçis, by 
type of institution 
Natives Transfers 
Type of institution Î? 
Public liberal arts college 7 h 
Public university 5 3 
Independent liberal arts college 5 3 
Independent university 7 6 
Church-related Catholic ? 5 
Church-related protestant 5 2 
hS 
Table 13 (Coirtâmied) 
Natives transfers 
Type of institution % % 
Teachftrs co],].ege 2k 1 
Technical institute 7 1 
Table lit. Percentage of students going on to graduate or professional 
school, by type of institution 
Natives Transfers 
j^ pe of institution % % 
Public liberal arts college 22 18 
Public university 26 23 
TnAmpendmnf. :j-5"hRrO aT-hif? c"13'=*ge h2 37 
Indeoendent university 71 71 
Church^ reT ated Catholic 39 31 
Churck-related protestant 33 28 
Teachers coUege 60 10 
Technical Institute h9 23 
As noted in Table 25, public "universities the greatest aeaber of 
comnunity-jynior college transfers. Churcbmrelated Catholic institxcfclons 
had fHTirilar nusbers of transfers from sH three categories^  as did teachers 
colleges. 
Public liberal arts colleges surprisia&iy enrolled a large nxmbetr of 
ccnmuBitywjunior college stiidents. The difference between Catholic and 
protestant colleges and universities in the transfers Aroa private four-
year institutions -was substantial. 
h6 
Tsi)le 35- Number of students transferring Fall, 1570, by type of institu­
tion 
Community- Public Private 
junior four- four-
Type of institution college year year Total 
Public liberal arts college 31,ii90 7,120 3,242 41,852 
Public university 62,ldih 28,766 15,086 106,296 
Independent liberal arts college 2y6h6 1,632 2,008 6,286 
ïnd^ endent university 2,057 1,236 1,292 4,585 
Church-related Catholic 13,31k 13,475 9,620 36,609 
Church-related protestant 2,462 2,310 2,442 7,214 
Teachers college 1,327 1,721 1,372 4,920 
Technical institute 1,011; 432 160 1,606 
Total 117,251 56,692 35,422 209,368 
Eifty^ one percent of the transferring students were freshmen and 
sophomores, while h9 percent were upperclassmen (Table 16). Eighty-four 
percent of the transfers were sophoraores, juniors, and seniors. 
Table l6« Percentage of transferring students entering as freshmen, 






Table 17 illustrated that half of the transfers to independent uni­
versities held sophomore standing, while 50 percent of those entering 
teachers colleges were freshmen. 
I;7 
Table 17. Percentage of trazisferrlug stxde&ts entering as freshmen^  
sophoanore^  junior and senior, by tgpe of institution 
Freshman Sqphcmmre Junior Senior 
of institution 
Public liberal arts college IS 31 5 
Public university 17 33 5 
Independent liberal arts college 15 h6 3h 5 
Independent university 7 50 la 2 
Church-related Catholic 19 38 38 5 
Churcl>»rtiated protestant 15 3h liS 5 
Teachers col.1ege 50 5 ho 5 
Technical institute 17 33 39 11 
In fow of the ei^ rt categories of types of institutions, half of 
the transferring students had junior and senior classifications* In 
three categories, nearly 60 percent of the transfers were freshmen and 
sophomores. These were independent liberal arts colleges, independent 
•universities, and churchmrelated Catholic institutions. 
Freshmen conçxrxsed nearly 20 percent of the transfers enrolling in 
institutions less than 1,500 (Table 18), In schools of over 10,000 stum 
dents, half the transfers were scphcxsores. Juniors and seniors tended to 
enter more institutions up to 5,CCC enroUjûeats, than Area 5,000 to 10,000 
and over 20,000, 
Table 1? indicated the place of residence of native and transfer sti>» 
dents by type of institution. Transfers tended to stay away froa cacrous 
housing in all but teachers colleges. Of course, this "will vary with the 
availability of such housing for than. The predoininant Wrwi of housing 
used by most transfer students was off-campus. Intarestingly, in all but 
one category, more transfers lived at hone than did natives. 'Tn-îR paralm 
leled, in part, Patricia Cross* work on the interests and personality 
characteristics of transfer students (21) • Her study found these persons 
had "a more practical orientation to college and life than do their intel-
lectualHy disposed peers in four-year colleges". 
Table 18, Percentage of transferring students entering as freshmen, 
sophomore, junior and senior, by enrollment 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
Enrollment % % % % 
Less than 1,500 19 31 5 
1,500 to 5,000 17 33 h3 7 
5,000 to 10,000 15 h2 3h 9 
I&re than 10,000 7 50 39 h 
Table 19. Place of residence of students, by type of institution 
 ^on  ^in the % 
caitçus communiiy at home 
Type of institution Nat, Trans, Nat, Trans, Nat, Trans, 
Public liberal arts college hi 19 33 51 20 30 
Public univerEi"ty 36 25 kk h9 20 26 
Independent liberal arts college 51 15 27 51 22 3li 
Independent university 19 7 56 58 25 35 
Church-related Catholic 63 h6 3h h6 3 8 
Churcbmrelated protestant 62 ho 36 53 2 7 
Teachers college 61 71 31 16 8 13 
Technical institute n 3 71 86 18 21 
Each chief student personnel administrator tjas asked to select the 
primary reason (one only) that he thought transfer students chose that 
institution. It is well to remember this was the administrator's percep­
tion. In Table 20, proximity to hone and low cost ranked first and second, 
respectively, •with academic r^ utatiôn~a3d"iiniq;ae curricular program next. 
Some did pick more than one, while many picked the "other" cat^ ory «itî>> 
out specifically defining it. 
Table 20. Estimated primary reasons for attendance, all instittrtions 
Reason Kmber 
Low cost 117 
Acadenic reputation 106 
Minimum admissions requirement 
Proxamii^ r to home 122 
Cotcnselor reconmendation 
Physical facilities 51 
Religious enç)hasis 16 
Unique curricular program 93 
Other Ifl 
Total 621; 
Table 21 presented native-transfer comparisons between those from ii>> 
the-state and those outside-th^ state. In public institutions, natives 
from i3>-state outnumbered in-state transfers, •sdjsraas in private institu­
tions, transfers in-state outnumbered natives ix>>state. probabUy 
speaks for the heterogeneous mix already operating at that institution, 
Out-of—state transfers outnumbered natives in three categories: 
public liberal arts colleges, independent liberal arts colleges, and tecbm 
nical institutes. Significantly fewer numbers of transfers came frca out­
side the state to public universities as compared with other categories. 
50 
Transfers in ckurch^ related protestant institutions almost equalled natives 
from outside the state. 
Table 21. Ir>-state and oxtt-state classification, T?y type of institution 
It>-state Out-state 
Nat. Trans. Nat. Trans. 
T^ e of institution % % % % 
Public liberal arts col].ege 73 hh 27 56 
Public university 83 88 17 12 
3ndQ)endent liberal arts college h9 61 51 39 
Independent university 36 51 6k 19 
Churcb-reOLated Catholic la 76 59 2h 
Churcl^ related protestant L6 53 5U hi 
Teachers college 69 83 31 17 
Technical institute 51 26 h9 7h 
Table 22 indicated low cost was most popijlar mth public tmiversities, 
teachers colleges, public liberal arts col3.eges, and independent univers 
sities. Academic reputation headed the list in public universities, church^  
related Catholic institutions, and independent liberal arts colleges. liin-
inum admissions requirements ranked next to the lowest reason that adminis­
trators felt students picked their institutiono Proxijnity to hone ranked 
first again for public universities, second was church-related protestant 
institutions, and third, teachers colleges. Counselor recoianendations 
seemed to be a primary resource for churcl>-related protestant institutions, 
yet it was a distant third to academic reputation and proximity to home. 
Physical facilities were indicated as a major reason in 2h public univers 
sities. Religious ençhasis was the smallest category with only adminis-
Table 22» Primary reason for attendance, by type of institution 
Public Public Didepo Indep# Church- Church-
liberal univer- Id-boral univers related related Teachers Technical 
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trators in ind^ endent imiversities and churcb-related CathoUc and protes­
tant institutions re^ nding that it -was a primary reason. 
T&iique curricular program -was the prijnary reason for 93 respondents • 
Leading all institutions in this category were public universities, with 
independent liberal arts colleges, independent universities, and church-
related Catholic and protestant universities following in that order. 
Section two dealt with services and programs for transfer students* 
UnitialHy the section concerned its&lf with whether or not insMtutions 
encouraged the admission of transfer students. Table 23 presented, by-
type of institution, the response to that question. Totally, 88.6 percent 
of all institutions indicated that th^  encouraged tJie admission of trans­
fer students. Seventy-one of 62h schools said they did not encourage the 
admission of transfer students. 
Table 23. Institutional encouragement of transfer stvd&its, by type of 
Section 2. Services and Programs 
institution 
Type of institution Tes No 
Public liberal arts college 
Public university 
Ind^ endent liberal arts co]2ege 
Did^ endent university 




















Total 553 71 
S3 
Question two of part FB" of the questionnaire dealt with specific 
reqtdreanents the institution had for the «rind on of trazisfer students* 
Most institutions did 33ot require achievamemt tests* Churdvrelated 
protestant schools and technical institutes were two lippes of schools that 
had significant numbers requiring achieveneaat tests; on the other hand, 
many institutions did require the SAT (Scholastic ^ titude Test) * Inde» 
pendent liberal arts collies, independent universities, churcb-r^ Lated 
protestant colleges and technical institutes all responded with a majoorilgr 
of «^ sres". 
Mniiman high school grade point average did not occupy nearly the 
izmortance that previous college GPA did* AH categories of institutions 
indicated a znajorily did require a minimum grade point average with the 
previous institution* More independent universities required a Tni.niTman 
number of acadesnic credits than did not* For the most part, other t^ pes 
of institutions did not require a -m-iTri-mi™ nm±>er of credits* Arlvate colm 
leges and universities required interviews with an institution^  official 
in more cases than public institutions* However, an equal nmber of "yes" 
and "no" responses came from teachers colleges on this requirement ques­
tion. In all i^ pes of institutions a physical axfgrcyiation was required 
for admission in most cases* But, of 62h institutions, only 101 did not 
require an application fee of transfer students* Attendance at an oriez>> 
tation program was z-equired at five of the ei^ it types of institutions * 
There seemed to be a trend in this requirement and it was seen as a service 
rather than requirement* rinaljy, information concerning previous discim 
plinary action taken against a student was required in a majoriiy of insti-
Table 2k» Diatltutional requirements of transfer students 
Typo of institution 
Response 
Public Indqp. 
liberal Public llbecral Indep. Churchp» Church-
arts univer- arts univer- related related Teachers Technical 
college sity college sity Catholic protestant college institute Total 
a* Achievement tests 
ÏOS 8 ij2 m 7 











b. Scholastic aptitude test 
Yes 2M 56 50 23 











C» ItLrdmm. high school GPA or ranlc 
Yes Hi 36 16 10 











d. Illnlwum GPA for previous college study 
Yes h8 191 là 2h 











e. Kinljnum number of academic credits 
Yes 15 52 9 19 











f, Interview with an institutional official 
Yes 9 20 32 m 











g, A physical examination 
Yes 1»3 185 65 30 











An application fee 
Yes ia 132 79 37 6f, 91 
No 10 67 3 - 1 H 
Attendance at orientation program 
Yes 19 100 h9 19 31 52 
No 32 99 33 18 3U 50 
Infomation concerning previous disciplinary action against them 
Yes 29 119 1)8 37 5l 76 
No 22 80 3h - lit 26 
56 
tutioiîs and, here again, idie tendency was to strengthen this -Hi-Ui more 
detailed infotrma'tàon from the previous institution. 
Table 25 dealt -with the special provisions institutions made for 
trai^ fer students# On]y 20 percent of all institutions provided a special 
admissions officer, All institutions reported that on the ;Aole they did 
not provide remedial courses for transfers. Tirenty-two percent of the 
sanple provided such a prograsi. Eighty-one percent said they provided a 
specialist in cfedit evaluation for the transfer student. This >ras an 
essential service, And most institutions indicated they provided special 
services in academic advising ic-th 61 percent of the ssrç>le responding in 
the positive, 
1-Jhen asked if they provided a separate orientation program, the re­
sponse >135 mixed. Over half of all institutions reporting did not. 
Independent universities, church-related protestant colleges, and teachers 
colleges led the various types of institutions provided such. Only 22 
percent of all respondents used enrolled transfer students in their orient 
tation programs for their new peers, and about the same percentage provided 
a continuing orisitation program after classes had begun. Sixty of 62h 
schools provided an orientation course for academic credit. Student 
advisory boards for transfer student problems were used in lUo institu­
tions, primarily in more public institutions than private. Few schools 
provided fecial residence hall arrangements. In the financial aid cate­
gories it "Kss learned that more scholarship funds were available than were 
loan monies or job opportunities. 














a. A special admission officer 
Yes 16 71 12 
No 35 128 70 
b. Remedial courses 
Yes 13 llO 1^  








































A specialist in credit evaluation 
Yes hh 175 6h 
No 7 2h 18 
35 
2 
Special services in academic advising 
Yes 29 119 k6 18 
No 22 80 36 19 
Special services in counseling center 
Yes 16 60 21 17 
No 35 139 61 20 
A separate orientation program 
Yes 21 79 23 21 

























An orientation program using enrol3.'2d transfer students as staff assistants 
Yes 10 20 26 16 ll- 21 15 





















h, A continuing orientation program after classes have begun 
Yes 5 17 19 11 11 18 







1* An orientation course for academic credit 
Yes 2 6 5 5 5 



















































1, Special scholarslûp funds 
Yes 5 28 16 21 











m. Special loan funds 
Yes k 10 















n. Special employment opportunities 
Yes 10 9 U 












Section 3* Programs and Research 
In Table 26^  programs and research conducted in behalf of transfer 
students vas eocamined. It aR)eared that a majoril^  of those institutions 
were conducting recruiting programs for communli^ j^imior college students • 
Sijcky-three percent of all institutions conducted such programs; however^  
on]y eight percent conducted recruiting programs in foui^ year institutions. 
Some research activity -was indicated "with 30 percent of the respondents 
cuzrentOy conducting such. Thiri^ -five percent^  or 223 institutions^  were 
doing research on the post-graduate activities of the transfer grotps, 
with only 12 percent doing such on social adjwtment problems* The follow^  
conference with staff and faculty from the communiiy college was being 
done in 292 of the responding institutions. Public universities seemed to 
be using this program more than any other. Less activity was ixzvolved 
with four-year institutions in the same program* In contrast^  266 scho<a.s 
were conducting special programs for minority students* 
Only h2 schools provided special positions in student organizations 
for transfer students as indicated in Table 27» Tet^  there seemed to be a 
trend to leara. about the previous leadership and activity interests of 
transfer st-udents. Table 28 indicated that public liberal arts colleges^  
independent liberal arts institictions, church-related Catholic and protes­
tant schools, and teachers colleges all were conducting research programs 
in a majority of their schools to find out more information. In 39 per­
cent of sH i nstituoions surveyed studait affairs staffs were making 
special efforts to involve transfer students in student life programs 
(T^ le 29). 
Table 26, Institutional programs and research regarding transfer students 
d^ ype of institution 
Response 
Public Indep. 
liberal Public liberal Indep. Churcl>- Church-
arts univer- arts univers related related Teachers Technical 
college sity college sity Catholic protestant college institute Total 
a. Special recruiting programs in the comnunity^ junior college 
Yes 36 109 38 17 53 Qh 







b. Special recruiting programs in four-year institutions 
Yes 2 10 3 5 9 10 
No h9 189 79 32 50 92 
16 
i|0 38 55 569 
c« Research on student 
Yes 23 
















d. Research on post-graduate activities 
Yes 15 69 20 8 











Research on social adjustment problems 
Yes 9 L2 6 5 









FollovHup conference(s) ivith staff «md faculty from the community-junior colleges 
Yes 29 109 21 6 17 35 35 15 
No 22 90 61 31 h8 67 l5 23 
Follow-up conference(s) -with staff .-and faculty from four-year institutions 
Yes 22* 20 5 " 3 8 12 









Special programs for minorities 
Yes 29 99 17 2h 20 36 30 21 266 
No 22 100 65 13 US 66 20 27 33'8 
62 
Table 27* Special positions provided in student arga33iza,tions for trans­
fer students 
ï|ype of institution Yes Mb 
Public liberal arts college 2 h9 
Public university 10 183 
Independent liberal arts college 2 80 
Independent university 3 3h 
Cburck-related Catholic 5 60 
Church-ralated protestant 10 92 
Teachers college 10 ho 
Technical institute 6 38 
Total li8 576 
Table 28. Effort made to leam about previous leadership and activity 
interests of transfer students 
Type of institution Tes No 
Public liberal arts college 28 23 
Public university 77 122 
Independent liberal arts college 65 17 
Ind^ endent university 18 19 
Church-reLated Catholic la 22 
Charch^ related protestant 82 20 
Teachers college 35 IS 
Technical institute 111 2h 
Total 362 262 
Table 29. Effort made "by student affairs staff to involve transfer 
students in student life programs 
Type of institution Tes No 
Public liberal arts college 23 28 
Public university 58 3iil 
Independent liberal arts college 35 hi 
Independent university 111 23 
63 
Table 29 (Coaifeiimed) 
f^pe of institution Yes No 
Church-related Cai^ iolic 33 32 
Church-r&Lated protestant 52 50 
Teachers college 10 Uo 
Technical institute 18 20 
Total 2h3 381 
Table 30 iras concerned mth the involvement of transfer students as 
compared with native students in student life activities. The data 
indicated that in those activities listed, transfers were at least as 
involved as natives. This section had the most "qualifying" comments of 
respondents of any other in the questionnaire. 
Section L. Commeits and Suggestions 
Finally, in section four the writer coiroiled comments from the open-
ended portion of the questionnai re on page five •which asked for any sug­
gestions administrators had about programs for transfer students. 
One Dean of Students at a large urban university said: 
Our experience with transfer students tells us that th^  have a 
hi^  level of anxieiy, perhaps higher than that of entering freshmen, 
but that "With personal attention (read: individual attention) to 
their uncertainties this anxiety is quickly allayed and they enter 
easily into the ongoing life of the college. They appear less to 
want to be pushed into the organizational life of the campus culture. 
It is almost as if they were consciously saying that they tried that 
previously and now want to be free to do "their own thing". 
We observe also that transfer students are readier to take an 
active part in the academic life of departments than are other new 
students. Accordingly, our efforts are now being directed largely 
in this direction. We want transfer students to fe^  a ready accept­
ance from one or more teaching faculty meribers in the department of 
their choice. We are only partially successful at this, of course, 
but it is working. 




libera]. Public liberal Indep* caiuroh- Churolv» 
arts univ0r~ arts univeo^ » related related Teachers TechnicaU. 
college sity ooU.ogo sity Catholic protestant college Institute Total 
a« Student govoinmont 
Yes 16 70 29 H 











b, Doimrtmofital clubs 
Yes 9 26 11 6 











c« Ifitrairau'al programs 
Yes 6 37 35 U 




























e. Intercollegiate athletics 
Yes 7 Wi 22 2 











f. Committees and oounciZls 
Yes 17 63 27 8 











g, Eratomities and sororities 
Yes 20 58 25 10 











h» Political activities 
Yes 11 m 10  ^
No ho 358 72 32 
i. Cultural (dramarwusio) activities 
Yes 6 21 6 1 
No 178 76 36 
j. Religious groups 
Yes 6 1^ 12 
































Ccmmon advising problems include the tendency of transfer stu­
dents, particularly from community coHleges, to take credit overloads 
in the first saiester, and the problem of fitting thera into our 
financial aid patterns. 
This rather cangrehensive statement seemed to focus vpan most of the pro­
grams that institutions mentioned. The remainder of this section deals 
•frâth programs, specifically those dealing -with the academic life such as 
advising, articulation "with communii^ -jurdor colleges, orientation efforts, 
and various innovating services and programs, Finally, there mH be 
discussion about institutions -who believed no special programs were 
necessary for transfer students. 
Some institutions -with enrollments of less than 1,500 students 
centered their attention on ariiculation. One assistant director of 
admissions said: 
The utmost need is a continuing dialogue between admissions couns^ ors 
of two and four-year institutions so that the potential transfer stu­
dent is fully aware of his standing in the respective institutions, 
"dialogue" meaning conferences, mutual caucus visits, exchange of 
information on programs on a regular basis. 
An administrator at a southern private institution with 700 students said; 
We try to integrate transfer students and "native" students into 
the whole college program. There is a new academic admission policy 
for transfers effective January, 1971, This enables a student to 
receive credit for «n course work successfully conpleted at his 
previous institution and bases graduation tç>on a total of 128 hours 
at the College tjith a 2,00 grade point average here. His/aer pre­
vious (xPA is not counted toward graduation, only the hours coriroleted. 
Several schools indicated they had a direct transfer program for any stu­
dent with an Associate of Arts degree from an accredited junior college, 
Oth^ s had continuing problems with the articulation of their core cur­
riculum with those of community colleges. îlany felt that transfer s tu-
67 
dents •w&re not adeguatéHy informed about the use of transfer credit and 
the restating ispact of the evaluation xç)on degree requireiRents. 
Considerable open-ended discussion was concerned -with articulation 
and relationships ijith cœnnunity-junior colleges. A dean of admissions 
at a large eastern university offered the foUoviings 
I vould suggest that the large, public, stat&-supported university 
become a leader in the development of a stat&-wide transfer program 
in cooperation mth the state colleges and junior or community col­
leges, as wall as id-th private colleges within the state* Seme 
agency within the university organization should have the power and 
authority to recommend and establish policy and procedure concerning 
the process within the state system. Of particular iiiç)ortance would 
be the articulation pxwesses from the community colleges to the 
senior colleges* This would entail the establishment of an admissions 
policy of transfer ftom one insiàtution to another within the system. 
This, of course, would necessitate deeper comndtment than mere admis­
sion of transfers. Curriculum articulation, financial aid, place­
ment, counseling (educational, vocational, personal), housing, student 
organizations, or orientation programs are areas that need to be well 
coordinated. Printed informational brochures of "pr&-transf@r" and 
"post-transfer" can be of great assistance to the transfer students. 
Summer workshops or seminars involving community college personnel, 
universily personnel, and transfer students can contribute greatly in 
mutual understanding of what takes place and what problems exist at 
both institutional levoLs. 
A common general education program was proposed by a dean of students at 
an urban toaiversity in the I^ lidwest. 
To irmrove transferabilily of students £rcan junior college, what is 
needed is a mutually acceptable program of general education to be 
offered by the junior colleges and by the senior institutions in the 
first two years o Tt&th. such an agreed upon program, every student 
transfer from a junior college with the associate of arts degree 
would be afforded the status of a junior in the university in a mean­
ingful sense. However, in order to arrive at such an agreement, much 
involvement and discussion must take place between r^ resaxtatives of 
educational policy committees of the institutions involved. Such 
meetings wiH prove to be therapeutic for the institutions as well as 
beneficial to the students. 
In one southern state all institutions of higher learning were under 
the direction of the "Board of Regents". A core curriculum was in effect 
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for <11 state-supported schools. Thus, transfers from any stat^ -supported 
institution, two-year or four-year, could be done "smoothly", usually "with­
out loss of credits, iArou^  "Uie sophomore year. 
Stmi another personnel administrator suggested that grade transcripts 
be made available to the student "within a "ben-day period following "the 
semester in order that proper evaluatioiK could be made in time to assist 
the s"tudent in his decision to "transfer to a particular college or uni-
versi"by. 
Twenty ins"titutions made lengthy commerrbs about orientation programs 
for transfer students. A s"ta"be college on the eas"tem seaboard carried 
out a surv^  in October, 1970: 
• • • a significant percentage of the most recent transfer studen"bs 
•were in"terviewed by a s"taff member. The results demans"trated very 
clearly that the "transfer student seems to be most concerned about 
his academic program upon entrance. He seems to have the opinion 
that he knoifs basically "what college is about. The transfer student 
also seems to desire a short, to=»"fche-point, orien"bation program, 
A vice-president for student personnel services at a soutkfestem univer­
sity said; 
It seems appropriate "bo give the transfer student a modified orientar» 
tion program separate from freshmen orientation. This would be 
handled by "the Office of Student Affairs by an indi"yidual charged 
"With the responsibility of special services for the transfer student, 
Ih conjunction "with this transfer ori8nta"bion each of our schools 
or colleges should provide academic advisors who are specifically 
ias"truc"bed to deal "with "the academic problems of transfer students. 
These academic advisors should have close t-jorldng relationships with 
the specialist in credit evaluation of the "transfer student and "with 
the counseling and testing specialist of the "transfer student. 
At a prestigious liberal arts college in "the vpper midwest^  a student 
committee for transfer students seemed "to function quite effectively. Its 
members met students -when they arrived and arranged some special "func-
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tiens" for them. The intent iras to "bring the transfer students into the 
mainstream of carçjus life as quickly and painlessly as possible". 
A new fotir-year institution in an eastern urban area had recognized 
that 
• • • transfer students are not getting the same treatment that other 
new students (frosh) are getting. We are beginnii^  to institute an 
orientation program for transfers. Also we will give them hi^ er 
priority in registration than they have received in the past. 
Those institutions -with enrollments less than 1,500 had few problems 
•with orientation because of their size. A student personne administrator 
of 8 midirestem college of 1^ 00 students felt the people coming for the 
second senester had a more difficult time because friendships had already 
developed. Even then they had some acquaintances to make the transition 
easier. Another dean of students at a smaller institution referred a list 
of other already enrolled transfer students that had been successful to 
the new groiq). 
Problems of a unique nature also were discussed by administrators at 
the smaller liberal arts colleges. One reported that their faculty 
advisors ^ ent more time per student during orientation periods in advising 
new transfer students than new fteshmen. 
Their transfer credits pose "unique questions often and thus require 
individual attention by curriculum. • • . the summer, 1971, orientai-
tion program and preregistration events have a special program and 
option for the transfer student. 
One student personnel administrator at a western state college said 
his staff had realized transfer students had special problems, but having 
been throu^  an orientation program at their original college, iàiey seemed 
reluctant to sedc special heUp. Another, at a southern private liberal 
arts college, said their bi^ est problem aras "the failure of transfer sttH 
dents to avail themselves of services that are available". 
Institutions -with enrollments over 10,000 posed other unique programs 
in orientation and articulation, A large urban institution in the north­
east discussed a special orientation period of t-wo days. Meetings were 
scheduled Td-th academic administrators and other people Tdio -would have 
interaction "with the nei-r students during their early weeks at the univer­
sity. The administrator of this program said; 
We make eveiy effort to blend the transfer and "naià-ve" student from 
the very beginning, so that the transfer student viould not feel any 
different than those lAo have been at the university since their 
freshman year. In this iray the student is a regular maiber of iiie 
student body and loses his "transfer identity". 
One mid-western institution had been cooperating tâ-th residence hall 
government in a special orientation program for transfer s-tudents. 
¥e have been holding a special t-jeekend for junior college students 
•ràîo are thinking of transferring. This includes fi-ee board and room 
in the residence halls. The students have an opportunity to visit 
•with department chairmen and tour departments in -which they are 
interested, 
An all-male southern institution required each transfer s-tudent to 
attend a special one-day summer orienta-fcion program. He -was also requested 
to bring his parents -with him. "The program has been found to be bene­
ficial to transfer students, both in social and academic adjustment, " said 
the respondent, 
A significant number of ins-titutions reported programs under consider^  
ation and an increasing awareness of the need -to give more attention to 
transfers. Some -were frustrated at not having funds for available staff, 
or programs to accomplish such. Others found -they -were not able to accept 
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as many as they would like. One dean of sttidents at a ivestem private 
liberal arts college said; 
¥e feel they add a great deal to both the academic and social atmos­
phere of the college. Our principal difficulty is not being able to 
accept as xaany as -we -would like to. This year, for instance, we have 
been able to admit 25 of h2^  toio applied. 
Jinother said; 
Our college has been unable to take more than a fevr transfer students. 
Should there be an increasing number of students going aifsy from the 
cançxus for off-caiiçus study, it may be possible to take a larger 
number of transfers in order to keep our dormitories and other facil­
ities operating to capaci-ty. If this would mean an appreciable number 
of transfers coming in at one time, we might feel it necessary to have 
special prograr^  for transfer students. Present policy is to assign 
them roommates vjith upperclassmen and they become assôjnilated into 
the college community without any appreciable probleans. 
At a large public university in the Mdwest, residence hall staff were 
encouraged to identify and meet entering transfer students in an effort to 
"help then become a part of the comnnmity". A church-related Catholic 
university in an urban area had established an "interest club" for those 
who transferred after several years a^ j^sç- from college idiether the absence 
was for raising a family, military service, or any other reason. "The 
club is new this year and has maintained good attendance at meetings and 
activities of the organization," indicated the respondent. Another 1-arge 
I'2.dwestem institution had a well-organized Transfer Student Association. 
The American Schools Association also sent out a questionnai re in 
December, 1970, with a vlev: tor-jard publication of a compilation of informa­
tion for transfer students. 
An official at a large prestigious eastern institution recommended 
the following; 
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I woijld recommend that public four-year universities establish 
an office of transfer affairs -with the folH-owing primary responsi-
"bilitiess 
1. Organization and administration of a31 functions pertaining 
to transfer affairs, 
2o liaison "with academic deans and department heads concerning 
coordination and transition of coit^ )arable academic programs at 
the community college level» 
3. Conduct studies and research on transfer matters 5 provide 
feedback to sending institutions* 
It, Organize and conduct seminars and i-iorkshops on transfer 
problems and programs. 
Develop and publish informational materials and brochures 
pertaining to transfer affairs. 
6, Participate in local, regional, and national meetings and 
conferences, 
7, Recommend policies and procedures concerning matters per­
taining to transfer affairs. 
8, Coordinate transfer functions on caucus "with admissions, 
records, counseling, orientation, special programs, housing, 
financial aids, and placement offices, 
Thirtywseven respondents commented especially that they did not favor 
"separating" transfers from native students in any special programming waj-". 
This groiç) was predominantHy made of student personnel administrators 
ftojtt institutions "with enroUxients of under 1,500, One dean indicated: 
]h. ray opinion, transfer students tend to be Hike ordinary native stu­
dents, I find it difficult to differentiate and to treat them any 
differently fi-om the native student. 
And, at an eastern. smaZLL liberal arts institution, the dean said: 
Bie size of the college makes it possible to treat <11 students as 
individuals, We have faculty advisors for each student. The dean 
of academic affairs, dean of students, and even the president has 
time to meet and counsel students, 
A respondent from, a midt^ estem public liberal arts college indicated that 
they tried a separate orientation program for transfers and found that 
the problems of these students were not dissimilar enough to justify 
separation. An independent university dean of students said: 
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I tMnir that we probably enroll as hi^  a pwcentage of new transfer 
studezxbs as any college I know about, but "we do not really have a 
lot of special programs for the transfer student per se; it seens to 
me that we need to make hûi a part of vbat is all ready going on 
instead of segregating him as a "special breed of animal". Unfor-
txmately like most other institutions, we admittedly have trouble 
involving and motivating many of our transfer studaits; perhaps, how­
ever, good teachers, adequate parking, and a defensible academic pro­
gram are the maximum services we should worry about providing many 
•ràio are both married and esroloyedo 
Hnally, a comraent from an administrator at a large western univer­
sity: 
There is probably little need for special programs for transfer stu­
dents, If they are given adequate academic advisement, provided with 
material pertaining to the services available, the university regular» 
tions and lAere counsel is available, it is doubtful more is needed. 
Ifost students today are sophisticated enou^  to find out and obtain 
what they need in both curricular and co-curricular areas. 
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CHAPTER 7. SUM'IARX, DISCUSSION, CONCLTJSIOKS, 
AM) RECCTffiNIlA,TIOKS 
The purpose of this study was to determine -what student personnel 
services -were available for transfer students in four-year institutions of 
higher education. %ypes of institutions of higher education in -which stu,-
dents enrolled -were identified. Programs and services specifically avail­
able for transfer students were surv^ ed» Knally, sone programs and 
services at various institutions which nay assist practicing student 
personnel workers in nee ting the needs of transfer students were identified 
and discussed. 
Sunsnary 
A survey of literature ivas conducted to discover research findings 
on the subject* It was found that most of the research that had been done 
relative to transfer students had focused on academic success, articulation 
problems, and descriptions of the junior college student. Very little had 
been done concerning student personnel programs for transfer students. 
The transfer student not been the subject of many serious research 
studies. The gro:fth of the community-junior colleges can be expected to 
continue and most four-year institutions are receiving more applications 
from prospective transfer students. These junior college students differ 
in significant ways from native students, and the four-year institutions 
have to readjust some services and programs to the differences. Mobil5.ty 
among students in four-year institutions continues to increase. Although 
the articulation problems are receiving more attention, there is still a 
need for more effective state-xri-d.c coordination of student personnel areas. 
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The academic life of the transfer student has been studied extensively. 
Generally the transfer student experiences some drop in grade point average 
in the first tarm^  but presents marked inçrovement in successive sessions. 
Transfer students coitçjlain about poor articulation, lack of financiel aid, 
and meaningless orientation programs. As a -whole, they tend to concentrate 
their time on their academic work and do not often get involved in activ­
ities in which they have to compete against freshmen. The educational and 
occxçational aspirations of transfer students tend to be more vocational 
than professional in career orientations. 
The purposes of the study were to: 
1, Identify types of institutions of higher education in which trans­
fer students enrolled; 
2, Describe programs and services specifically available for trans­
fer students; 
3, Identify some programs and services at various institutions which 
may assist practicing student personnel workers in meeting the needs 
of transfer students. 
SCTie assurçtions were also made. The first was that institutions 
developed specific programs and services for transfer students based on 
size and transfer coîiç)osition of enrollment. The survey revealed that 
public universities had the greatest number of community-junior college 
students. Fifty-four percent of 199 respondents in this type of institu­
tion conducted special recruiting programs for these students. Church-
related colleges and universities follovied. Most of the institutions with 
less than 1,500 enrollment had no need to develop services and programs for 
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transfer students» Th  ^indicated that %ith their small student bodies 
they were able to meet many of the needs transfer students had -within 
existing services. 
Public liberal arts colleges posed an interesting contrast. Of the 
51 institutions in this category, practically none provided services and 
programs. Yet these 51 enrolled over 31)000 community-junior college stuf 
dents a several times more than six other types of institutions combined. 
Only 16 provided a special admissions officer or special, advisor in the 
counseling center, 1'S.th these numbers coming from the two-year institu­
tions, only an average of four institutions provided special financial 
assistance through loans, jobs, or scholarships. 
Church^relat-ed Catholic institutions, numbering 65 or ten percent of 
the study, enrolled over li:,000 students from four-year public institutions 
and 11,000 from private four-year schools. 
Althou  ^89 percent of the 621; respondents said they encouraged the 
admission of transfer students, the results of that question showed this 
not to be wholly true. Nearly all continued to use the traditional admis­
sion criteria of previous GPA, test scores, and application fees. I^any 
still had the policy of transferring not only the credit hours but the 
grade point average from one institution to the other, as •well. 
Proximity to home -was the prirmry reason given by 122 administrators 
for transfer students choosing their institution. This "was closely fol-
lovred by low cost, academic reputation, and a unique curricular program. 
Half of the students chose the public liberal arts college for low cost and 
proximity to home. The same was true in public universities, and these two 
types of institutions seemed most active in providing programs and services 
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for trajQsfer students. More value was placed upon the academic program 
by students transferring to independent liberal arts colleges, and the 
articulation and academic advising practices were deemed stronger in these 
types of schools. The predominant reasons students chose church-related 
colleges and universities, both Catholic and protestant, were academic 
reputation and proximity to home. Interestingly enough, student personnel 
administrators from these types of institutions said that counselor recom-
mendatioi^  i^ ere a substantial factor in transfer students choosing their 
schools. Of the 65 reporting institutions of this type, 56 had enrollments 
under 5,000. 
Teachers colleges and technical institutes were un2.cue in transfer 
composition. Half of those transferring to the teachers college did so as 
freshmen, but came midvjay in the first year. This tjipe of institution 
seemed more ready to provide "initial" services to the transfer than some 
others. These included remedial courses, specialists in credit evaluation, 
and separate orientation programs. Technical institutes, on the other 
hand, received more transfers at an upperclass level, and the composition 
of students was more skewed in that direction. 
The second assutrrotion stated that institutions did not tend to have 
well-defined programs and services specifically for transfer students. 
Only a fourth of the institutions surveyed had a special admissions officer. 
Less than that proportion offered remedial courses. 
Most had a specialist in credit evaluation, virtually a necessity in 
an era "when transfer credits are becoming so controversial. Along with 
this, about 60 percent did conduct special services in academic advising. 
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Fewer student counseling services had special services in their programs 
for transfers o 
Althon  ^there -was some movement tovrard having separate orientation 
programs, most still did not. And few used enrolled transfer students in 
those programs. Fewer still had an oriaitation course for academic credit. 
Only a small number of institutions of the total sample had special 
financial aid programs for transfer students, which included scholarships, 
loans, and jobs. 
Transfer Student Advisory boards were few in number. Special resi­
dence hall assignments were found too infrequently. 
The third assumption was that institutions did not tend to encourage 
student personnel programs specifically for transfer students, 
Althou  ^many institutions :vere conducting "research" of different 
kinds on the transfer student, few had transmitted this into action-
oriented programs. The articulation follovj^-up conferences were being used 
more and more with community colleges. Little activity v/as seen with four»-
year institutions in articulation. 
In contrast, the question on special programs for minorities, which 
transfers are in a sense, too, reflected stronger institutional commitment, 
Surprisir l^y, over half of the sairple said they were making an effort 
to leam about the previov  ^ leadership and activity interests of transfer 
students. Host of this activity seemed to be in the smaller, private and 
independent institutions. 
Under 50 institutions held any special positions in student organiza^-
tions for transfer students. 
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The fourth and final assunçjtion iras that institutions did not have 
specific opportunities for transfers to become involved in the student 
life of the institution. One administrator suggested: 
Problems in this area are solved by desire of institution to look 
tçjon such students as a]] ready to begin and ignore certain pedantic 
attitudes extant among native students. If ve take this student 
seriously, he is a prescreened and tested individual iflith unique 
problenis and potentials. He brings outside experiences not available 
on our caitçus. Given these assumptions, schools can solve articula­
tion and orientation throu#i these persons therns&Lves. 
This -was coupled -with the attitudes of some student personnel administra­
tors already cited who believed that separate services or i^ ecial programs 
should not be established. About iiO percent of all institutions said their 
student affairs staff made a special effort to involve transfer students in 
student life programs. 
The final question of the survey asked, "Conçiared -with native students, 
transfer students (do they) tend to be less involved in student government, 
departmental clubs, intramural programs, student publications, intercol­
legiate athletics, committees and councils, fraternities and sororities, 
polildLcal activities, cultural (drama, music) activities, and religious 
groups". The results indicated less involvement in student government, 
student publications, committees and councils, fraternities and sororities, 
and political activities, T2ie level of participation "was about the same or 
more than that of native students as indicated in departmental clubs, 
intramural clubs, intercollegiate athletics, cultural (drama, music) activ­
ities and religious groups. This involvement was in more acadenicaHIy-
and culturally-oriented activities. This agreed mth earlier studies that 
transfer students generally seemed to be more interested in pursuit of an 
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educa-feLon than native students. Transfer students identified less -wilJi 
their four-year institution than the native students. 
Discussion and Conclusions 
The surninary findings indicated that institutions developed programs 
according to size, composition, and type, Cormnunity-junior college trans­
fer students seemed to be getting more attention than their counterpart 
from the four-year institution. Public universities were the largest 
"customer" for these students -with public liberal arts colleges and church-
related institutions following. The mobility of college students extended 
through all classifications of students, freshmen throu  ^seniors. 
One might speculate that private institutions, many in the throes of 
financial difficulties, are viewing the transfer student as "filler" and 
vigorous recruiting programs are underway. 
Church-related colleges and universities seemed, from the survey data, 
to be conducting recruiting efforts in the community-junior colleges at 
about the same level as public universities, I^Iany admission officers have 
looked at "Uie transfer as "mid-year filler" or as low cost cover for 
attrition. 
As the financing of higher education continued to be a serious prob­
lem for most students, loif cost, proximity to home, and academic reputation 
seemed to be the primary influences >âien students chose transfer institu­
tions. 
Residential patterns among transfer students indicated they tended to 
live in the private residential community and at home rather than in uni­
versity housing. More transfer students in state-supported public institu­
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tions came from their home states as contrasted with independent and 
private institutions which tended to attract out-of-state transfer sta-
dents at the same level they attracted out-of-state natives. 
On the whole, institutions enrolled fewer minority transfer students 
than native minoritj'- students. About the same number of transfer students 
elected professional or graduate studies as did natives. ProportionateOy 
there were fet/er married transfers than married natives. 
Althou  ^professing to encourage the admission of transfer students, 
little more seemed to be done in this regard than was done routinely i-zlth 
natives. 
Althou  ^transfer students -v:ere appearing on senior college campuses 
around the country in increasing numbers, they were not receiving enough 
attention from their institutions, especially as related to financial aid, 
counseling, social life, and student affairs programs and services. The 
new freshmen remained the preferred cliaat of student personne programs 
and the iz-ansfer student Trias too often left to fend for himself « Outside 
of short orientation programs and academic articulation, there were few 
programs aimed at the needs of the transfer student. 
The most predominant services offered the transfer student were 
specialists in credit evaluation, acadeinic advising, and some orientation 
program fecial activities. little was done in providing any special 
financial aid programs. Follow-tçj articulation conferences were most popu­
lar vâth community-Junior colleges. There was little articulation activity 
among four-year institutions. One could speculate that this would be 
looked upon as "raiding" and could prove to be embarrassing, as well. 
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Althou  ^some research "was being conducted to learn more about the 
transfer stWait characteristics, not much seemed to result in action-
oriented programs. 
Transfer students appeared to be most involved in activities centered 
around their academic programs and in activities involving a minimum of 
expended time, such as intramural sports. 
The transfer student was still an "emerging entity" in the eyes of 
many student personnel administrators. Some personnel people viewed them 
as no different than the native student in their needs and aspirations. 
In states where there I'jere larger numbers of community-junior college stu­
dents transferring, needs were being defined by sheer numbers. In contrast 
to the thnst to develop programs for minorities, transfer students still 
seemed to receive little special attention on the part of student personnel 
administrators. Four-year institutions seemed to be moving ar^ay from coct-
pensatory educatxlon, even in the face of increased pressures to develop and 
expand programs for the educationally and cJj.turaHy deprived student. 
Limitations 
The nature of the study •&jas to survey chief student personnel admii>-
istrators about programs and services available for transfer students in 
fou3>-year institutions. 
It was limited by the amount and kind of data kept by the institutions. 
In some cases little data was k^t on transfer students. Most of the data 
collected yjas approximations. Several respondents had to route the ques­
tionnaire to agencies in the institutions tAich had more specific informa­
tion than that to which the chief student personnel administrator had access. 
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ïhe amount of time needed to coDçlete the instrument ttas another 
liaitation» Some conçjlaints isere noted abonb this, particular2y in the 
time allowed to con l^ete and return it. 
No statistical analysis vas done in this study* The purpose nas to 
determine what services and programs were or were not available thus 
serving as a benchnark to provide background needed for further research. 
A final limitation was that no transfer students were interviewed or 
surv^ red, nor was the phenmwma of a transfer student saeiidsg a Sr^ ab. 
start, examined. 
Becansnesidatians 
Eecamnendations growing out of this study have been divided into two 
categories: (1) Use of the study for practitioners in the field and (2) 
recommendations for further study. 
Use of the study for practitioners in the fi^ d 
It se&ns clear that student personal workers need to create and 
initiate services and programs lAich will be directed toward assisting and 
developing the transfer students in four-year institutions. 
Institutions! studl es Before smch can be done with prograns and 
services, a description of the transfer student at the local institution 
needs to be completed. The data cc-ald then be shared with academic depart­
ments and student services such as housing, admissions, financial aids, 
counseling, student personnel programmers, and students themselves « Dec»-
graphic data such as birth date, sex, race, family information, achievement 
and aptitude test scores, current academic major, anri information from the 
student's previous institution may be of use in planning programs 
services throughout the institution. 
Admissions criteria Keïx admissions criteria shoiO.d be developed 
to deal -jd-th this unique kind of student» Special attention should "be 
paid to previoT:  ^ college study, renecibering the student*s stated educaf 
tional goals as the admissions decision is made. Less ernhasis needs to 
"be placed on external testing and, unless absolutely necessary, transfer 
students should not te bothered tjith placement examinations tAich may 
dugplicate "work already taken. No admission program for transfer students 
should require the previous institution to ansifer questions about confi­
dential matters, that is, psychological or emotional background or disci­
plinary background, without the student's signed release. 
Application fees often go to stçport general admissions budgets. On 
a local institution basis, it may be -well to examine the feasibility of 
dropping the required application fee and using appropriated monies to 
cover this expense. 
Parang academic programs and articulation Institutions should 
be encouraged, -vjhere possible, to develop parallel programs vri.th comrmnity— 
jtjnior colleges so that the transfer student msj'- plan and articulate his 
academic program "with a specific goal in mind upon transfer and receive 
the maximum credits sllovxed. These parall^  prnrrams need to be comnxmi-
cated in articulation conferences held at least yearly with institutional 
officials and, when possible, -iri-th transfer students so that n better 
understanding can be generated between administrators, faculty, student 
personnel tJOi'kers, and students. 
Academic advisinn and counseling Specialists in credit evaluation 
should be provided i-rho are thorouglîly briefed and knowledgeable about pro-
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grazes and requlremeaits. These persons do much academic advising and oci^ t 
to be carefoU;  ^trained and prepared. 
All academic advisors should have as much infcmnatioa on predictors 
of academic success as aroi Table to ^ve careful guidance to a transfer 
student in the direction of their program. 3ie academic advisor should 
also have adequate knmdedge of the institution and its resources since* 
in maiy cases* the new transfer students vi21 have their first contact 
-with the academic advisor wien they enroll initially. 
The counseling service and its use by transfer students nay provide 
some useful information. Data on how these students use the service and 
their evaluation of it can be h^pful to the practicing student personnri. 
-worker. 3n many instances the transfer student may enter the institution 
as a sophomore or junior and may change his major fi^ d. several -times 
before graduation. Vocational and educational counseling can be very 
helpful in this -bransi-bion. 
Understanding -the lands of personal and social problems -that -transfer 
students may especially have can be h&lpful to the student personnel 
-worker. 
An "exit" interview can often be helpful. Â sample of -the graduating 
seniors :&dio -were -transfers could give helpful comments concerning items 
from admission and orientation to student activities and teaching. 
Orien-batâon programs Transfer students are highly critical of most 
orientation programs. They -vigorously object to being "treated as fteshmen 
are. Assessing transfer student reaction "to existing progrsss may be nece»» 
sary before changes can be initiated. Including "the use of enrolled tran»-
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fer students as orientation assistants can be most heGlpfaL. Perhaps all 
orientation sessions for transfers should be voluntazy  ^ not mandatory. 
A separate program held in the spring for one or two days helps the 
transfer student to identify more readily "with the institution and provides 
a more realistic setting than a program in the sumoer or just prior to the 
beginning of classes in the fall. 
"On the spot" evaluations of credit should be provided the transfer 
student at orientation prograios and if 1x^4 before the student completes 
his program at the ^-n-i+.Tai institution, a complete evaluation should be 
prior to beginning the next session. Access to credit evaluation 
specialists should be provided at these programs. 
FinancifO. aid programs Studeaxt personnel workers should looow the 
amount and proportion of loans, grants, scholarships, and emplogneat 
opportunities that are arailable for transfer students. Â survey should 
be conducted to obtain information nAich, can be used to provide a more 
equitable distribution of available funds to these students. 
Jobs and related work patterns can be determined to showr idiere these 
students work, time spent in work per week, and the kinds of vork roles 
they assume. This can be of help In planning academic and extracurricular 
programs. 
Residential patterns A determination of i&ere transfer students 
live and -s^y they live there can also be useful, riniing out lAat diffi­
culties they may encounter in obtaining housing on and off the caapis can 
be effective in providing assistance to then ty the institution. 
Residence hall staff me&bers could benefit frou information about the 
transfer student's perc^tion of hall living and his reasons for deciding 
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or not to live in the residence halls. Slots r'r the halls covld. be 
ressffved, on a prcpor-bionate "basis, for trsnsfers  ^ thus providing a good 
•taix" for the hall and for the transfer stiidents alike. 
I'&rried transfer students coizld benefit "with sessions by enrolled 
transfers idio are married on fami]y planning, faasiHy budget, and the 
resources available to them in the community. 
Student activities Transfer students often conçlain that they are 
"shut out" of this part of the carpus life. Special slots for transfer 
students might be reserved on such groups as university councils and com­
mittees, advisory councils, and student organizations. A transfer stu­
dent association could be formed to assist these students in initiating 
programs to meet their needs. Transfer student advisory committees can 
act in the same function, too. Student personnel staff should understand 
the opportunities on the carpus for the transfer student so they can assist 
them in total development. 
Planaient It is important to know something of -where transfers go 
v;hen they leave the institutions. The success, or laclc of it, in being 
placed in positions of their preference nouLd be helpful. The graduate 
and/or professional plans of the transfer students and the difficulties 
they encounter in applications, s^ection of schools and progress as cor>» 
pared to native students are helpful. 
Institutional Impact on attitude and value change It is necessary 
for the student affairs staff to measure the irpact of the institution 
upon transfer students. Staffs should be encouraged to participate and/or 
initiate foUow-tgj conferences "with transfers on a regular basis. Contin-
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ttal iiifozmal contact and concern, expressed in their behalf can bring 
bright  ^ fndtfal results. 
Recomtrigndations for further study 
Transfer student needs l-ath this as a foundation, an intensive 
study of the student personnel needs of transfer students in four-year 
instituticms could be done. Little has been done on the social adjustment 
problems of these students in four-year institutions. 
I'gjiority student representation Although there is much being done 
on minority students, there is need for specific study of minority trans­
fer applicants and enroHees. Special efforts need to be laade to meet 
institutional goals in this area. 
Transfer student perceptions of the institution As insiitutional 
research, the perceptions of transfer students, as coitçjared vàth natives, 
could be accomplished to better programs and services and to affect plan  ^
ning for these students by acadeanic departments and student affairs staff. 
Transfer students from foui^ year institutions I'bst of the research 
on the transfer student is done from the community-junior college setting, 
îîore information needs to be gathered on that student transferring from 
the four-year institution. Characteristics, aspirations, and needs should 
be conpared "with the community-junior college students and the native stu­
dents. 
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Central Office • Portland State University • P. O. Box 757 • Portland, Oregon 97207 
503 - 229-4979 
December 1, 1970 
Dear Colleague: 
It is generally known that transfer students, although enrolling in 
senior college campuses in large numbers, are not receiving enough 
attention from their new institutions, especially as related to student 
personnel programs and services. 
Your Division of Research and Program Development, in an effort to be 
of service to practicing deans, has initiated a study to gather data 
and information on student personnel services and programs for transfer 
students in four-year institutions. The results of this study will be 
reported to you in the Spring. A separate "research report" on this 
topic will also be mailed to you in the near future. 
We would like to request that the chief student personnel officer 
complete the enclosed questionnaire. It is our hope that you will 
take the time necessary to record answers to these questions. 
It is important that the questionnaire be returned by December 15, 1970. 
Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed self-addressed 
envelope, to Arthur Sandeen, Dean of Students, Memorial Union, Iowa State 
University, Ames, Iowa 50010, who is conducting the study. 
Your help,and cooperation are greatly appreciated. 
Sincerely^  ^
Jai?^es R. Appleton 
Director 
NASPA Division of Research 
and Program Development 
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NASPA Division of Research and Program Development 
Survey of Student Personnel Services 
for Transfer Students in Four-Year Institutions 
The purpose of this study is to gather data and information on student 
personnel services for transfer students in four-year institutions. It 
is requested that you as the chief student personnel officer of your 
institution answer the questions presented below as accurately and 
completely as possible. Please return the completed questionnaire, in 
the enclosed self-addressed envelope, to Arthur Sandeen, Dean of Students, 
Memorial Union, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50010, by December 15, 
1970. 
If the construction of any item does not allow you to respond in the 
manner requested, please record your qualifying remarks on the last 
page of this instrument. 
A. Descriptive Data 
1. Title of person completing this questionnaire: 
2. Type of institution: 
Public Liberal Arts College 
Public University 
Independent Liberal Arts College 
Independent University 
Church-Related College or University (Catholic) 
Church-Related College or University (Protestant) 
Teachers College 
Technical Institution 
3. Total Enrollment: 
Less than 1500 1500 to 5000 5000 to 10,000 More than 10,01 
4. Please indicate the approximate percentage of men and women students 
at your institution: 
Men 
Women 
*"Native" here means those students whose initial college enrollment 
was at your institution. 




5. Please indicate the number of students transferring, fall, 
1970, from: 
a. community-junior colleges . 
b. public-four-year institutions . 
c. private-four-year institutions . 
6. Please indicate the percentage of transfer students on your 
campus who are married . 
7. Please indicate the percentage of transfer students who enter 





8. Please indicate the approximate percentage of students living: 
Native Transfer 
On Campus 
In the Community 
At Home 





10. Please indicate the approximate percentage of your students who 
are members of minority groups. 
native transfer 
11. Please indicate the primary reason why you think transfer students 
choose to attend your institution: (check one) 
a. low cost . 
b. outstanding academic reputation . 
c. minimum admissions requirements . 
d. close proximity to home -
e. counselor recommendation . 
f. physical facilities . 
g. religious emphasis . 
h. unique curricular program . 
i. other ( please specify) . 
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12. Please indicate the approximate percentage of students who 
go on to graduate or professional school. 
native transfer 
Services and Programs 
1. Does your institution encourage the admission of transfer 
students? 
yes no 
2. With regard to transfer students does your institution require 
Yes Ni 
a. achievement tests a. _ 
b. scholastic aptitude tests b. _ 
c. minimum high school 6PA or rank c. _ 
d. minimum GPA for previous college study d. _ 
e. minimum number of academic credits e. _ 
f. interview with an institutional official f. _ 
g. a physical examination g. _ 
h. an application fee h. _ 
i. attendance at orientation program i. _ 
j. information concerning previous disciplinary 
action against them j. _ 
3. With regard to transfer students does your 
institution provide: 
a. a special admission officer a. 
b. remedial courses b. 
c. a specialist in credit evaluation c. 
d. special services in academic advising d. 
e. special services in the counseling center e. 
f. a separate orientation program f. 
g. an orientation program using enrolled 
transfer students as staff assistants g. 
h. a continuing orientation program after 
classes have begun h. 
i. an orientation course for academic credit i. 
j. a student advisory board for transfer student 
problems j. 
k. special residence hall assignments k. 
1. special scholarship funds 1. 
m. special lean funds m. 
n. special employment opportunities n. 
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4. With regard to transfer students does your institution conduct: 
Yes No 
a. special recruiting programs in the 
community-junior colleges? a. 
b. special recruiting programs in four-
year institutions? b. 
c. research on student characteristics? c. 
d. research on post-graduation activities? 
( from your institution) d. 
e. research on social adjustment problems? e. 
f. follow-up conference (s) with staff and 
faculty from the community-junior colleges?f. 
g. follow-up conferences with staff and 
faculty from four-year institutions? g. 
h. special programs for minorities? h. 
5. Are special positions in student organization (s) 
provided for transfer students? 5. 
6. Is an effort made to learn about the previous 
leadership and activity interests of transfer 
students? 6. 
7, Does the student affairs staff make any special 
efforts to involve transfer students in student 
life programs? 7. 
8. Compared with native students, transfer students 
tend to be less involved in: 
a. student government a. 
b. departmental clubs b. 
c. intramural programs c. 
d. student publications d. 
e. intercollegiate athletics e. 
f. committees and councils f. 
g. fraternities and sororities g. 
h. political activities h. 
i. cultural (drama-music) activities i. 
j. religious groups j. 
In the space below please add any qualifying remarks for any items you 
were unable to answer in the manner requested. 
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Please make any suggestions you might have about programs for transfer 
students in this space. 
as 
12/1/70 
Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed self-addressed 
envelope, to Arthur Sandeen, Dean of Students, Memorial Union, Iowa State 




MTIOML ASSOCIâTICII C? STUD2I? F5SS0iaZ-X ADI-mûSmTQRS 
Division of Research & Prograia Bevelopnent 
January 15, 1971 
Dear Colleague: 
On December 1st, 1970, we mailed you a questionnai ro 
entitled "A Survey of Student Personnel Programs for 
Transfer Students in Four-year Institutions"» 
In order that we nay liave a complete study, please 
return it as soon as possible. 
Sincerely yours, 





N A Î i O \ ' A l  A  - A " : -  - ,  >  • ,  T  \  •  .  
Central Office • Portland State University • P. O. Box 751 • Portland, Oregon 97207 
503 - 229-4979 
March 5, 1971 
Dear Colleague: 
We have had a good response from the NASPA membership on the 
Study of Student Personnel Services for Transfer Students. It 
is our intention to include all NASPA member institutions in the 
study, and your institution is among the few who have not yet 
returned the completed questionnaire. 
Enclosed is another copy of the questionnaire. We would appreciate 
it very much if you would complete this instrument and return it to me 
in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope. Thank you for your 
help in making this project successful. 
Sincerely, 
Arthur Sandeen 
Dean of Students 
Iowa State University 
Division of Research 
and Program Development 
S J d  A n r : , '  -r^jrv ( '  / ' i . T m '  / ' j .  .  ' A : ,  ,  ' h  ;  
